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ANTHONY BUTLER: A FLAWED DIPLOMAT
by Gerald D. Saxon
Anthony Wayne Butler tried desperately to shape the destiny of
both the United States and pre-revolutionary Texas. As the American
charge d'affaires to Mexico during the Andrew Jackson administra-
tion, Butler, driven by contravening motives of duty to himself and
duty to the country, doggedly pursued one of Old Hickory's primary
diplomatic objectives - the acquisition of Texas from the Republic
of Mexico. With his political and financial future tied to the success
of the Texas initiative, Butler worked zealously and at times
unscrupulously to acquire the land west of the Sabine River. Despite
his untiring efforts, Butler's mission ended in failure, a failure
resulting as much from his ambition and ego as from the political
instability of the Mexican Republic.
Butler was born in South Carolina in 1787 (the exact date of his
birth is unknown), and he spent his life scrambling for prestige and
position. Before his appointment as American envoy to Mexico, the
ambitious Butler married the sister of politically influential John J_
Crittenden of Kentucky, attained the rank of colonel during the War
of 1812, served as a Jeffersonian Republican in the legislatures of
Kentucky (1818-1820) and Mississippi (1826-1828), and launched a
successful slave "rental" business.' It was as a businessman that Col-
onel Butler made his first trip to Texas in 1828 to collect payment
for the use of some of his slaves from Stephen F. Austin.' Butler not
only settled his business with Austin, but also traveled extensively
throughout Texas, keeping copious notes on the region's geography,
politics, and precarious ties to Mexico. He left Texas convinced that
its acquisition should be an American diplomatic priority_'
Returning to his home in Mississippi in 1829, Butler was pleas-
ed to learn that his friend Andrew Jackson had been elected presi-
dent. Butler had served under Jackson at the Battle of New Orleans
and he believed that his friend would be receptive to ideas concern-
ing the acquisition of Texas. Eager to share these ideas with Jackson,
and perhaps intending to lobby for a political appointment at the same
time, Butler set out that summer for Washington, D.C. He reached
the nation's capital in early August and quickly arranged a meeting
with Jackson's secretary of state, Martin Van Buren. During his in~
terview with Van Buren, Butler briefly outlined his expansionist
views and gave the secretary a copy of his Texas notes to give to the
president. 4
Gerald D. Saxon is associated with the Texas/Dalla.', History and Archives Division of
the DaLlas Public Library.
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In these notes Butler forcefully argued his belief that future
American security depended heavily on the acquisition of Texas. He
maintained that the boundary between the United States and Mex-
ico, the Sabine River, was inadequate. In his opinion, a foreign na-
tion was too close to the important trading center at New Orleans,
and that the Sabine failed to provide a formidable enough natural
barrier between the Mexican and American republics. Moreover,
Butler feared that under Mexico's tenuous control the potentially rich
and strategically located Texas presented tempting opportunities for
the extension of Great Britain's influence in North America. British
ascendancy in the region could permanently block further American
expansion in the West, thus limiting American economic and ter·
ritorial growth. Only by acquiring Texas could the United States ef-
fectively secure, in Butler's words, the "weakest and least defensi-
ble" of its borders and, at the same time, assure American expan-
sion to the Pacific. And as far as Butler was concerned, only Mexico
stood in the way.'
Butler expressed confidence that the Republic of Mexico - rent
with factional interests and still locked in a struggle for independence
with Spain - could be persuaded to sell Texas. He reasoned that a
combination of elements, particularly the increasing influx of indepen-
dent American pioneers to Texas and Mexico's internal instability
and virtual bankruptcy eventually would convince Mexican leaders
to swallow their pride and accept a reasonable offer from the United
States. Arguing that the separation of Texas from Mexico was in-
evitable, Butler conjectured that the Mexican government must
already realize this and would be eager to capitalize on an American
proposition of this kind before the fact. Butler concluded his
arguments to Jackson by pointing out the political benefits ofobtain-
ing Texas: "The people of the South and particularly the West," he
wrote, "feel an interest on this subject so deep, so engrossing, as to
secure for that man who may accomplish the recovery of Texas, their
thanks, their confidence, and their gratitude .... '"
Butler's notes to Jackson could not have arrived at the White
House at a more opportune time, nor could they have had a greater
impact on the president. Unknown to Butler, his notes reached
Jackson at a time when the new administration was busy formulating
a Mexican policy. Though Jackson envisioned the United States stret-
ching from Florida to California, he had stated publicly during the
1820 controversy over the Adams-Onis Treaty that Texas was not
essential to the protection of the American western frontier.7 Butler's
ideas, together with the passage of some nine years, changed
Jackson's mind. Only a day after reading Butler's persuasive Texas
arguments, he informed Secretary of State Van Buren that the ac-
quisition of Texas was to be a goal of the administration. In several
EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 5
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hastily-prepared notes to Van Buren, Jackson outlined both his
motives for wanting to acquire Texas and the inducements to be of-
fered Mexico for the region. For the most part, these notes merely
reiterated Butler's earlier beliefs that the acquisition of Texas would
provide the United States with a more secure western border and that
the exchange would benefit Mexico by relieving that country of a
potentially troublesome territory. Jackson revealed to Van Buren that
he would be willing to pay the Mexican government as much as $5
million for an unencumbered Texas, with a western border running
roughly from the Gulf of Mexico north along the Nueces River to its
source and then due north to the forty-second degree, north latitude,
the American boundary established by the Transcontinental treaty.
Butler's arguments had a significant impact on the president's Texas
policy and on the timing of his Texas initiative.'
Van Buren acted swiftly. He organized Jackson's scribbled notes
and disjointed reflections on Texas into a diplomatic dispatch. On
August 25, 1829, Van Buren sent this dispatch by special messenger
to Joel R. Poinsett, the American charge de'affaires in Mexico. The
messenger was none other than Colonel Anthony Butler. Before
Butler reached Mexico City, however, Poinsett, who himself had work-
ed unsuccessfully to obtain Texas for the administration of John Quin-
cy Adams, had been recalled to Washington at the request of the Mex-
ican government. 9 Jackson now faced a worrisome dilemma. He could
either recall Butler from his mission, thus temporarily postponing
his administration's attempt to purchase Texas, or he could replace
Poinsett with Butler, though he believed him to be too hot-headed
for delicate negotiations. Jackson found both choices distasteful. But
with the Democratic press clamoring for the "reacquisition" of Texas
and with the continuing immigration of Americans to Texas further
straining relations with Mexico, Jackson felt compelled to choose the
latter course - the appointment of Butler as charge d'affaires to Mex-
ico." The exigencies of politics and diplomacy made delay in the open-
ing of Texas negotiations unthinkable. Once the decision to appoint
Butler was made, Jackson decided to personally guide him in his
negotiations with Mexico. Jackson hoped that he could keep a firm
rein on Butler and at the same time maintain control of the Texas
negotiations. 11
On October 16, 1829, the State Department sent Butler word of
his appointment along with "official instructions," but his true in·
structions came from the president himself!' In a letter marked
"strictly confidential," dated October 10, 1829, Jackson instructed
him to work toward two objectives: Mexican ratification of a treaty
of commerce and the acquisition of Texas. The president's dispatch,
which Butler labeled a "remarkable communication," clearly
reflected the intensity of Jackson's obsession for obtaining Texas and
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intimated that deviousness was not to be ruled out as a means to pro-
mote policy. Jackson informed his new envoy to offer Mexico up to
$5 million for the cession of territory lying between the Nueces and
Sabine rivers. If a Nueces boundary was unacceptable, then Butler
was to offer smaller increments of that amount for borders farther
to the east. Once the money changed hands, Jackson admitted that
he did not care in whose pocket it ended up or how it was spent. He
even implied that part of the sum could be used to appeal to the self-
interests of Mexican government officials, writing: "I scarcely ever
knew a Spaniard who was not the slave of averice [sic], and it is not
improbable that this weakness may be worth a great deal to us, in
this case." Jackson wanted no time lost in opening the Texas talks
because each day the Republic of Mexico grew more suspicious of the
relationship between the American government and the Texans.
Jackson feared that ifthe Texans pushed for independence, then Mex-
ico would hold the United States accountable for their actions.
Jackson closed his message to Butler, cautioning: "Let a listening
ear, a silent tongue, and a steadfast heart, the three jewels of wisdom,
guard every advance which you make on the subject of Texas."'"
Jackson's instructions to Butler were ill-conceived and open to
misinterpretation. Apparently Jackson wanted to use the dispatch
to outline the parameters in which Butler was to work and to sug-
gest a possible Texas strategy, but instead his tone convinced the en-
voy that there were to be no constraints to his negotiations. Moreover,
several readings of the message persuaded Butler that the White
House was more interested in results than in methods. Aware that
the acquisition of Texas could further his own career, Butler used
any tactic that promised success - regardless of ethical considera·
tions. After all, he surmised, Jackson's note seemed to sanction
everything from legitimate diplomacy to bribery.
Butler arrived at his post in Mexico City in late 1829 and found
the capital torn by revolution. Before he had an opportunity to gauge
Mexican attitudes toward Texas, his mission was dealt two serious
setbacks. First, on January 9, 1830, EI Sol, the leading conservative
newspaper in the country, ran an editorial revealing Butler's inten-
tions in Mexico. The paper lashed out at the American goal to ac-
quire Texas and labeled any such purchase attempt an insult and
a disgrace to the proud people of Mexico." Second, Manual de Mier
y Teran, the Mexican commander sent to Texas in 1828 to evaluate
conditions there, published his long-awaited report. In this report
Teran concluded that the Americans living in Texas were a dangerous
threat to Mexican sovereignty over the area and that the Jackson
administration would stop at nothing to obtain the land west of the
Sabine. He recommended a number of reforms in Texas, all aimed
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at tightening Mexican control and restricting further American im-
migration. With the United States the subject of such resentment and
scorn, Butler decided not to push immediately for the purchase of
Texas. I5
Though Butler advised delaying the opening of negotiations,
Jackson preached immediate action. Intelligence reports filtering into
Washington indicated that a "project" was under foot by American
adventurers - presumably led by Sam Houston - with the goal to
foment revolution in Texas to sever the province from Mexico. In
several dispatches written in 1830 and 1831, Jackson informed Butler
of this purported plot and vowed to do everything in his power to foil
the shadowy plan. Jackson realized, however, that constitutional
limitations, together with sketchy and unreliable information on the
details of the plot, made preventive measures difficult. He also feared
that any revolt in Texas would be blamed on American government
machinations and would preclude indefinitely the peaceful acquisi-
tion of the province. With this in mind Jackson suggested that Butler
inform the Mexican government of the rumored plan, then offer to
purchase Texas. Jackson believed that confronted with the option of
either suppressing a revolt in Texas or accepting cash for the transfer
of the burdensome territory, the Mexican government would choose
the money.16
Jackson's call for action was not ignored. Butler indirectly broach-
ed the subject of Texas with the government of Anastasio Bustamante
on October 6, 1831. Meeting with the Mexican minister of foreign
affairs, Butler discreetly mentioned the purchase offer. The Mexican
minister abruptly rejected it. His reason for not entertaining the of-
fer was that the Mexican federal government held no national do-
main and exercised no power of transfer over Mexican territory. The
individual states shaped Mexican land policy, emphasized the foreign
minister, and only they had the power of alienation. As long as Mex-
ico continued to operate as a federal republic under the Constitution
of 1824, the obstacles to the American acquisition ofTexas appeared
insurmountable. In addition, Butler realized that popular sentiment
in Mexico was so adamantly opposed to the transfer of Texas that
the Bustamante government could not consider the offer for fear of
sparking a revolt. Convinced that any further discussions would be
counterproductive, Butler dropped the subject and chose instead to
bide his time!'
Butler's inaction did not please the president. Jackson continued
to receive reports of a Texas revolt in the planning and in 1932 he
again urged immediate action to stem the rumored uprising. Once
again Butler responded. On July 2 and 10, 1832, Butler met with
Lucas Alaman, the retired Mexican foreign minister, but still the
guiding spirit in the Foreign Office, to discuss the boundary issue.
l..r-. ----------------
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Their sessions were cordial but unproductive. Alaman rejected the
offer for the purchase of Texas while insisting that a treaty of limits
agreeing to the Sabine boundary be approved. Butler, however,
argued that the Neches River, some fifty miles west of the Sabine,
was the border. Having no instructions on this point, he contended
that both the Neches and the Sabine emptied into Lake Sabine, mak-
ing the former the western tributary of the latter. This reasoning led
him to conclude that the west bank of the Sabine, referred to in the
Adams-Onis Treaty as the western boundary of Louisiana, was ac·
tually a reference to the west bank of the Neches. Since the boun·
dary claims of both countries were based on the Adams-Onis Treaty,
this fundamental disagreement posed potential problems. Unable to
reach a settlement, both agreed to refer the thorny question to a boun-
dary commission. The inability of the two diplomats to agree on the
presumably simple boundary question foreshadowed rough times
ahead for the more complex Texas discussion. 18
Though Butler had been rebuffed, he left these meetings outward-
ly confident that the goal of obtaining Texas was possible. Even after
the Bustamante government fell in late 1832 and Santa Anna organiz-
ed a new cabinet, Butler's confidence remained apparently unshaken.
He conceded that although such government changes might delay
the American acquisition of Texas, they would never defeat it. He
vowed to Jackson in early 1833: "I will succeed in uniting T[exasJ
to our country before I am done with the subject or I will forfeit my
hand."t9 Butler's buoyant optimism, however, was only a facade in-
tended to placate Jackson's burning desire for Texas. Inwardly he
was aware that he had been in Mexico for three years and had made
little progress toward his goal. He also realized that Jackson, evidenc-
ed by his communications, was growing increasingly impatient. Fear-
ing a possible termination of his appointment if success continued
to elude him, Butler decided that bolder actions were justified.
In 1833 Butler scrapped the slow and uncertain Texas negotia-
tions and instead advocated three separate schemes to gain the ter-
ritory. For the first time since his appointment, Butler, not Jackson,
attempted to shape policy pertaining to Texas. Much to Jackson's
chagrin, his once tight rein on Butler had been loosened.
Wasting no time, Butler broached his first plan to Jackson in
February. He suggested that the United States float a sizable loan
to the bankrupt Mexican government, with Texas as security. He
assured Jackson that Mexico's instability would cause her to default
on the repayment, resulting in the American acquisition of Texas as
provided in the terms of the loao. 20 Jackson received this suggestion
in March, but never approved it; he had other matters on his mind.
Shortly before Butler's dispatch reached the White House, Jackson
had received a letter from his friend in Texas, Sam Houston, inform-
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ing him that Texas was soon going to petition the Mexican govern-
ment for separate statehood. Fearing such a petition would be sum-
marily rejected and that such a rejection would spark a revolt, Jackson
instructed Butler to suspend all negotiations for Texas by April."
Jackson's order killed the loan scheme, but it awakened Butler
to the possibility ofyet another plan for acquiring Texas. Hoping to
take advantage of the undefined boundary between Mexico and the
United States as well as the Texas petition for statehood, Butler pro-
posed that the United States occupy eastern Texas to the Neches River
- the American claim - and then wait. Likening this move to Presi-
dent James Monroe's occupation of East Florida, Butler believed that
such forceful action would either make the Mexican government more
amenable to negotiations or else provoke war between the two coun-
tries. Either way, the United States was sure to win Texas. Moreover,
American troops stationed along the Neches River would be in an
excellent position to provide support to the Texas insurgents should
an uprising occur. Despite Butler's impassioned plea for decisive ac-
tion, Jackson flatly rejected the plan as irresponsible and impolitic.
Jackson was unwilling to employ force and aggressive actions as a
means of achieving American territorial goals.:t2
Though Butler preferred a more forceful tack with Mexico,
Jackson's displeasure forced him to reformulate his Texas strategy.
This led to his third Texas plan, a plan that was much less direct
than his previous two and at the same time more conniving. On Oc-
tober 28, 1833, Butler relayed to the president the outlines of his
"foolproof' scheme. Butler revealed that he had been approached by
a leading Mexican national who had a great deal of influence over
Santa Anna. This unnamed source informed Butler that Texas could
be acquired if the American government were willing to pay high-
ranking government officials sums varying from $3,000 to $500,000.
The names of these officials, however, were not revealed. Remember-
ing that Jackson had instructed him to use the money at his own
discretion, Butler agreed to these terms provided the cession ofTexas
was guaranteed.
Obviously aware of the immorality of this bribery, Butler defended
his action by rationalizing that such methods were common in Mex-
ican business and politics. Sharing the racial and ethnocentric views
common to most Americans at that time, he concluded that the Mex-
ican overture "developes [sic] once the character of these people,
selfish, corrupt, utterly unprincipled. Any of them may be successfully
appealed to through their cupidity."" Jackson had expressed the same
sentiments to Butler four years earlier.
Butler at last believed Texas to be within his grasp. Indeed, all
that stood in the way of this transfer were two formalities: firming
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up the details of the transaction and obtaining Jackson's approval.
Neither would present problems, thought the confident Butler.
Jackson's response soon shattered this confidence. He answered
Butler's letter immediately, chiding him for his failure to put such
sensitive and damning information in cipher and berating him for
grossly misinterpreting his original instructions. His dander up,
Jackson especially resented Butler's intimations that unethical prac-
tices such as bribery had been sanctioned by the White House. At-
tempting to set the record straight and perhaps even to vindicate his
own reputation for the sake of posterity, Jackson reworded his in-
structions to Butler and clarified his own intent. Jackson stated rather
pointedly that the $5 million was to be used only as payment to Mex-
ico for the cession of an unencumbered Texas. According to him,
bribery was never considered, nor could it be condoned. He ended his
letter by admonishing Butler:
. , . all the United States is interested in is an unincumbered fsic]
cession, not how Mexico applies the consideration. Therefore I
repeat that the best means to secure this object is left to your
discretion - but I admonish you to give these shrewd fellows no
room to charge you with tampering with their officers to obtain
the cession thro [sic) corruption ... let us have a boundery [sic]
without the imputation of corruption, and I will hail you welcome
with it here - none else. 24
Despite Jackson's apparent contempt for Butler and his unethical
plans, he allowed him to remain at his post.
Butler considered Jackson's reprimand to be a betrayal of his
former instructions. He assured Jackson that success in obtaining
Texas peacefully could only be guaranteed through "bribery or by
presents." He reminded Jackson that only two years before his in-
structions from the White House had mentioned that the disburse-
ment of the purchase money was" a matter of nO consequence to the
government." Butler interpreted this statement to mean that he
would have a free hand in negotiating for Texas. For some inex-
plicable reason, Butler concluded, Jackson had changed his mind."
Butler also repeated his contention that the only viable option to
"bribery and corruption" was bold action in eastern Texas: "If you
will withdraw me from this place and make the movement to possess
that part of Texas which is ours [west to the Neches], placing me at
the head of the country to be occupied, I will pledge my head that
we have all we desire in less than six months .... "2ft Jackson refused
to agree to these tactics and instead instructed Butler to drop the
Texas talks and to concentrate on the formalization of a boundary
agreement with Mexico. Frustrated and bewildered, Butler hoped to
salvage his Texas mission and requested a leave of absence on July
1, 1834." He wanted to return to Washington and explain his plans
personally to Jackson. The leave was granted, and after completing
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boundary discussions with the Mexican government, Butler left for
the American capital on April 29, 1835, almost a year after he had
asked for a leave.
Butler arrived in Washington in June, and during his one-month
stay had meetings with Jackson and Secretary of State John For-
syth." Butler argued passionately for his "bribery" scheme and even
submitted a written report on its origin and details. In this report
he revealed that Don Ignacio Hernandez, a Catholic priest and the
father confessor to Santa Anna's sister, was to aid him in negotiating
for Texas. In fact, Butler included in his report a note from Hernandez
which stated: "I have already ascertained the opinions of all the par-
ties whose influence it will be necessary to conciliate and assure you
that all difficulties are removed." According to Butler, the priest was
"the manager of all the secret negotiations of the palace," and his
word could be trusted. Butler concluded his report by appealing to
Jackson's expansionist sentiment: " ... the treaty which gives us
Texas would only be the first of a series which must at last give us
dominion over the whole of that tract of territory known as New Mex-
ico and the upper and lower California ..."" Expediency, not morali-
ty, seemed to be Butler's overriding concern, and all the while his
unmistakable conclusion was that Texas was at last obtainable.
Butler later claimed that in his private talks with the president,
Jackson had agreed to the bribery plan, but had instructed him to
"settle it with Mr. Forsyth and manage the affair as you please but
do not let me know it." In addition, Jackson, according to Butler,
"voluntarily promised" him the governorship ofTexas should he suc-
ceed in acquiring the territory. And finally, Jackson instructed Butler
to return to his Mexico City post, assuring him that while he could
remain there for "as long as was necessary" to complete the Texas
talks, time was of the essence.
His faith in Jackson renewed, and eager to consummate the deal
for Texas, Butler looked forward to returning to Mexico. The night
before he was to leave Washington he received his official instruc-
tions from Forsyth, but in his haste did not bother to read them. He
assumed that these instructions merely reiterated what had already
been agreed upon in his talks with Jackson." His assumption prov-
ed to be wrong.
Butler left Washington in July, 1835, chosing to travel to Mexico
at a leisurely pace along a slow, overland route that took him through
Texas. He arrived in Mexico in November, at which time he unpack-
ed and read his official instructions for the first time. He was shock-
ed to discover that Secretary Forsyth's instructions forbade him from
using "equivocal" methods to obtain Texas and stipulated that all
Texas negotiations be terminated by the time Congress convened in
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December. Obviously Jackson had had second thoughts about sanc-
tioning Butler's unethical plan and as a result revoked his promise
of support. With less than a month to work for Texas, an enraged
Butler fired off a dispatch to Jackson, asking him if this timetable
were to be adhered to. If it proved to be, the testy envoy had decided
to resign his post, concluding that the December termination date
and Jackson's duplicity made his job impossible and his official mis-
sion no longer tolerable." Jackson never answered Butler's dispatch
because in December, shortly after the Texas revolution began, the
Mexican government demanded Butler's recall. His slow return
through Texas had convinced Mexican government officials that he
had helped to foment the revolt east of the Rio Grande. Eager to
replace the troublesome Butler, Jackson quickly complied with the
Mexican demand. On March 26, 1836, Powhatan Ellis replaced Butler
as charge d'affaires to the Republic of Mexico, bringing the South
Carolinian's Mexican mission to a disappointing close.32
Anthony Butler's six-year mission to acquire Texas for the United
States ended in failure, frustration, and bitter recrimination. The
reasons for his lack of success were threefold. First, Jackson's misguid-
ed and naive attempts at guiding the negotiations from the White
House while unapprised of the anti-American sentiment in Mexico,
led Butler to initiate Texas negotiations at a time when success was
all but impossible. Moreover, the contradictory signals received from
Jackson concerning the acceptability of various diplomatic tactics kept
Butler constantly off-balance in his talks with Mexican government
officials and uncertain as to Jackson's true wishes.
Second, Butler's ambition, motives of personal aggrandizement
and lack ofdiplomatic experience were partly to blame, for the failure
of the mission. Indeed, evidence shows that while charge to Mexico,
Butler also worked as an agent for both the Arkansas and Texas Land
Company and the Trinity Land Company, attempting to secure Mex-
ican recognition of their grants in Texas. Had the envoy been suc-
cessful in this and in negotiating the transfer of Texas to the United
States, he stood to receive a total of one million acres of Texas land
for his efforts. In addition, Butler hoped to use the successful com-
pletion of his mission as a springboard to other appointments -
possibly even the governorship ofTexas as Jackson had once promis-
ed." With his financial and professional future depending on the out-
come of his diplomatic assignment, it is no wonder that Butler
overzealously pursued the goals of the Jackson administration. To
have even had a rea] chance of success, the Mexican negotiations re-
quired the subtle and deft touch of an experienced career diplomat,
not the inexperienced efforts of a self-centered zealot.
The third and perhaps the most important reason for Butler's
failure with Mexico itself. With or without bribery, the American goal
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to acquire Texas peacefully from Mexico was nearly impossible. Mex·
ican pride, hostile public opinion against such a transfer, constitu·
tional obstacles, and persistent governmental instability prevented
the Mexican government from seriously considering the American
offer. As rumors circulated in Mexico City charging the United States
with conspiring to grab the land west of the Sabine, Texas became
a symbol to the Mexican people of their government's willingness to
resist American aggression and expansion. Almost certainly, a
government that would have ceded Texas to the United States would
have been overthrown. That Butler did not realize this and thus in-
form Jackson of the futility of negotiating for Texas was perhaps the
major failure of his mission, for, in the final analysis, his continued
attempts to seek the unobtainable only widened the political and
philosophical rift between the United States and Mexico.
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LES COMMUNISTES IN EAST TEXAS
by Harry E. Wade
While the Democrats were being drowned by the strains of "Tip·
pecanoe and Tyler Too" during the Log Cabin Campaign of 1840, two
events took place in opposite parts of the world that would lead eight
years later to a disasterous attempt to establish utopia in the prairie
of northeast Texas: The publication of The Voyage to !coria in France
and the formation of a colonizing company in Louisville, Kentucky.
This endeavor to establish utopia went by the name oflcaria and the
members believed they were involved in a most significant historical
event· the establishment of the communist society of the future.
The founder oflcaria was Etienne Cabet, a French lawyer, politi·
cian, and publicist, who spent five years in exile in England during
the 1830s because he faced a prison sentence in France.' The govern·
ment of Louis Philippe gave him the choice of exile or imprisonment
because of his activities among the working classes and his public
criticisms of the policies of the government. After his return to France,
he published in 1840 a utopian romance, modeled after Thomas
More's Utopia, entitled The Voyage to Icaria in which he portrayed
in great detail an ideal communist society. The French workingman
who read this book could not help making the contrast between the
tranquil, happy world it depicted and the misery and suffering he
experienced in his own life.
During the 1840s Cabet came to have a large following among
the French working classes as a result of his books, especially The
Voyage to !coria, and his newspaper, Le Populaire. By 1848 when the
word communiste was used in France it usually referred to the
followers of Cabet.' However, Cabet's communism did not include
class conflict nor the violent overthrow of the government. He asked
his followers to have "civil courage" while persuasion and example
brought about a gradual, peaceful, social revolution in France. Cabet
believed that all except the very wealthiest of the bourgeosie could
be persuaded to join hands with the workers to usher in utopia.'
During the same year that saw the publication of Cabet's The
Voyage to [caria in France, a small group of businessmen in Louisville,
Kentucky, backed by some London investors, banded together in order
to obtain a grant of land from the Republic of Texas for the purpose
of colonization.' At this time Texas was suffering from lack of money,
low land values, and the need for defense against Mexico and the In·
dians.5 Thus, Texas was in dire need of more settlers to pay taxes,
help with defense, and increase land values. When the Louisville
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group placed their proposal before the Fifth Congress of the Republic
of Texas it passed and was signed on February 4, 1841.'
This law authorized a contract with William S. Peters, the leader
and organizer of the Louisville shopkeepers, to establish a colony in
northeast Texas in what is now parts of Grayson, Cooke, Denton, and
Collin counties. Actually, between 1841 and 1843 four separate con-
tracts were signed which, while they gave the company extensions
of time for fulfilling the terms of the contract and greatly extended
the boundaries of the colony l also reserved every alternate section
ofland for the Republic ofTexas_' The last contract, signed on January
20, 1843, extended the company's grant until July 1, 1848, and add-
ed over ten million acres to the colony. Peters Colony was to receive
ten sections of land for every 100 families they brought to the colony
and five sections for every 100 single men. They were also permitted
to charge the colonists a fee for transportation, surveying, and ac-
quiring title which could be collected in land provided it was no more
than half the individual colonist's grant.'
Attracting large numbers of people to the colony turned out to
be a much bigger job than the Louisville businessmen had anticipated.
Transportation difficulties, fear of Indians, and legal disputes over
the contracts all worked against the company. As of July 1, 1844,
only 381 colonists had arrived and stayed in Peters Colony; this in-
cluded 197 heads of families and 184 single men.'
As the 1848 deadline came closer, William S. Peters tried to in-
terest Robert Owen, the English socialist, in the Colony_ In 1824 Owen
had tried to establish a community of his own at New Harmony, In-
diana, and when that failed attempted to get the government of Mex-
ico to allow him to establish a colony in Texas in 1828.10 Peters un-
doubtedly knew about New Harmony and possibly had even heard
about Owen's Texas project. Owen is the link which united William
S. Peters and Etienne Cabet in September, 1847_ But for almost two
years prior to that time Peters made several trips across the Atlan-
tic trying to meet with Owen and enlist his support in bringing peo-
ple to the colony. U
Judging by his letters to Owen, Peters was an excellent, but
sometimes over-zealous, salesman.12 In his first letter to Owen, dated
November 1,1846, Peters tells Owen that "I have read with delight
all those works of yours which I could lay hold of and I am proud to
say that I am with you in heart and mind_" Whether Peters was a
socialist as he maintains in his letters or merely trying to win Owen's
confidence is hard to determine, but one suspects the latter. Peters
describes Texas in glowing terms as having the best climate and the
most productive soil in the world. A July 9,1847, letter to Owen states
that the
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Trinity River is being made navigable through our colony and
a railroad is to go on to the great trading city of Santa Fe where
commerce has enriched the merchants of St. Louis, but we are
not so far from it by four times as that city.
While Peters was trying to entice Owen into supporting his col-
onization project, Cabet was facing the greatest dilemma of his life
in France. 12 As economic conditions grew worse in France in 1846
and the workers became restless, it became clear to Cabet that the
bourgeosie were frightened by working class activity and drew closer
to the ruling class. Cabet's dream of working class and bourgeosie
unity was being shattered_ Some workers were beginning to listen
to the advocates of class conflict and violent overthrow of the govern-
ment. Cabet's "grand strategy of left-wing unity ...had run aground
in the mire of a rapidly changing society. Theory and practice no
longer meshed."14
If Cabet wanted to keep his following among the workers, he
would either have to adopt the idea ofclass struggle or find some other
outlet for working class frustrations. In the May 9,1847, issue of Le
Populaire Cabet revealed the solution to his dilemma. In an article
entitled "Workers, let us go to Icaria!" he argued that since the
Icarians in France were being prosecuted, it was time to follow the
advice of Jesus Christ: "If thou art persecuted in one city, get thee
thence to another."" By leaving degenerate Europe behind, Cabet
stated they would be able to claim "our dignity as men, our rights
as citizens, and Liberty and Equality." The Icarians would be "the
new Hebrews" who would "conquer the Promised Land, a new
paradise on Earth." This was not to be a small project; land must
be found large enough to build a "veritable communist nation." Bet·
ween 10,000 and 20,000 Icarians would be involved in establishing
the community.lll
When Cabet announced the emigration project, he had no idea
where the land needed would be found, except that he thought it
might be somewhere in America. Being familiar with Owen's attempt
to establish a community at New Harmony, Indiana, he asked Dr.
Berrier-Fontaine, with whom he had shared a house during his exile
in England, to help him enlist Owen's aid. Berrier passed the task
on to Charles Sully, a French bookbinder living in London, who was
a devoted Icarian. Through Sully's efforts Cabet and Owen were
brought together and land was found for the new "Paradise on Earth"
in Texas!' William S. Peters had arrived in London on September
23 and through Owen was put in touch with Cabet." Sometime bet-
ween September 23 and November 14, 1847, Cabet and Peters,
through the efforts of Sully, reached an agreement. Le Populaire of
November 14 announced that Icaria would be in Texas.'"
While Cabet announced in the same issue of the paper the names
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of the advanced guard and mentioned that Sully was on his way to
the United States to make preliminary arrangements, he failed to
mention one very important piece of information he must have learn-
ed from Peters." Peters Colony was divided into 640 acre squares in
checkerboard fashion with the state of Texas reserving for itself every
alternate square_ In each section controlled by Peters, only half a sec-
tion, 320 acres, would be available to the Icarians. It is known that
Cabet, despite his long stay in England, did not have good command
of the English language." Possibly, because of this, he did not fully
understand the intricacies of Texas land laws. Without such an ex-
planation, it is hard to understand how Cabet expected to found a
community on noncontiguous pieces of prairie land. However, none
oftbis was made known to the members of the advanced guard. Sul-
ly had departed for America and everything seemed to be in order
for the great hegira.
On the morning of February 3,1848, the "first advanced guard,"
composed of sixty-nine selected men" dressed in specially desigued
black velvet uniforms with grey felt hats, left Le Havre for America
on the ship Rome... The day before in a ceremony on the deck of the
ship Cabet had addressed "these brave men who are going to a dis-
tant country to realize my dream." At the end of the ceremony the
Icarians stood bare-headed, singing in chorus their song of departure:
Arise, workers bowed in the dust
The hour of your waking has struck.
On the American shores we see waving
The banner of the Holy Community.
No more corruption, no more suffering,
No more crime, no more sorrow,
Majestic Equality advances:
Proletarian, dry your tears.
Go found our learia,
Soldiers of Fraternity,
Go establish in learia,
The happiness of Humanity. 25
In an article appearing a few days later in Le Populaire, Cabet en-
thusiastically described February 3, 1948, as "an epoch-making date,
for on that date one of the grandest acts in the history of the human
race was accomplished. "26
Who were these sixty-nine pioneers in humanity's cause? Surpris-
ingly, not all were Freshmen: one was from Rome, one from Spain
and four from German states. They ranged in age from 17 to 58 with
the average age being 41. The 69 Icarians included nineteen farmers,
eight carpenters or cabinet makers, five tailors, five blacksmiths and
mechanics, four weavers, fOUf gardeners, and various other occupa-
tions including a watchmaker, two physicians and an architect. 27 The
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architect, Alfred Piquenard, later became famous in the United States
for his designs of the Illinois and Iowa state capitol buildings."
They were not the poorest of workers since one of the prerequisites
of becoming a member of the advanced guard was making a
preliminary "contribution" of 600 francs. The other prerequisite was
that all emigrants to Icaria had to sign a "social contract" which made
Cabet the sole authority in Icaria for ten years." These were strange
prerequisites for a society that was on the threshold to the
millennium.
On March 27, after fifty-one days at sea, they arrived at New
Orleans. As the Icarian pioneers came within sight of the city they
heard the salute of 100 guns being fired on the public square." The
salute, however, was not in celebration of their arrival but in celebra-
tion of a revolution that had occurred in France while the Icarians
were at sea. On February 24 the government of Louis Philippe had
fallen from power and a Second Republic had been established. A
faster ship, the Cambria, had brought the news of the revolution to
New York City on March 18 and the citizens of New Orleans had
received the news only two days before the Icarians arrived."
News of the revolution in France caused division within the ad-
vanced guard. Some argued that they should return immediately to
France, that France needed them in this time of revolution and that
Cabet had always intended for Icaria to be in France and not in Texas.
This was not the opinion of the majority, however. Only five men
deserted the enterprise at this time, but they were among the most
influential and cultivated of the group. The deserters included
LeClerc, a physician and surgeon, and Piquenard, the architect who
had also served as Cabet's secretary."
On March 31, after four days in New Orleans, the remaining men
in the advanced guard boarded the steamboat Monterey not for Icaria
but for Shreveport, Louisiana." They had been led to believe by CaOOt,
who had received his information from Peters, that the Red River
was navigable to the very shores ofIcaria. They now discovered that
due to the raft in the river above Shreveport they could go only as
far as Shreveport by steamboat and from there they would have to
make their way overland to Icaria.
They arrived at Shreveport, in 1848 a small town of 1700, at 9
o'clock in the evening on April 4. The next day the Icarians unload-
ed their baggage from the steamboat in a driving rainstorm." The
Icarians, like many travelers today, were burdened by excessive bag-
gage, especially if they had to haul it overland on their backs or in
a wagon. They decided to buy land in Shreveport in order to build
a shed to house the baggage they could not carry overland.
Much of the information about this part of the journey to Icaria
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comes from a letter written by Henri Levi on June 2 to his family
in France when he finally arrived in Icaria." The letter vividly
describes the journey from Shreveport to Icaria. One incident related
by Levi was his discovery on the second day at Shreveport that his
cousin whom he had not seen for fifteen years was a merchant in
Shreveport. H. Levi and Company rendered much service to the
Icarians in Shreveport, receiving their mail and helping them find
what they needed.
The Shreveport Journal, under the heading "Society of Com·
munists," described the Icarians as 'an able set of fellows who ap-
pear not to mind the difficulties with which they expect to meet. "37
The difficulties the newspaper referred to were those of trying to move
baggage and men some 250 miles through the near-wilderness of nor-
theast Texas. To facilitate this task, Charles Sully, the agent sent
earlier by Cabet, had purchased some 3000 acres of land, called
Sulphur Prairie, from a John Becknell." Sulphur Prairie was a day's
journey northeast of Mt. Pleasant. Thus, the first leg of the journey
was to Sulphur Prairie by way of Marshall, then up the "Choctaw
Trail" through Jefferson, and on to Mt. Pleasant.
On April 6, two days after arriving in Shreveport, twenty-five men
left with the only wagon the Icarians could find while the rest re-
mained to build the storage shed and continue the search for more
wagons. At noon on April 8, giving up the search for more wagons,
fourteen volunteered to make the trip without the aid of a wagon.
Henri Levi, one of the volunteers, describes their three-day forced
march on which they managed to catch up with the men with the
wagon." By this time the Icarians had come to realize that traveling
in Texas was not the same as traveling in France. During the 1840s
an experienced traveler in this part ofTexas went on horseback and
with no more than one or two companions. This mode of traveling
was adviseable since there were no inns or hotels along the way. It
was the custom of the area for inhabitants to take in travelers for
the night and to share their food with them. However, this was im-
possible for the Frenchmen because no one living in a cabin on the
frontier had accommodations and food for such a large group.
The Icarians slept in the forest and ate the food that they carried
with them, mainly vermicelli. They suffered from what they con-
sidered to be "stiming heat" and many of them became fatigued and
some fell ill. To add to their problems the axle on the wagon broke
about three days walk from Mt. Pleasant. They were also worried
that the rains might come and swell the streams and delay their
reaching Mt. Pleasant. By April 18, almost two weeks after leaving
Shreveport, the last of the Icarians reached Mt. Pleasant with the
repaired wagon on their way to Sulphur Prairie. There the sick were
attended and fresh supplies were purchased for the short trip to
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Sulphur Prairie. Despite its beautiful name, Mt. Pleasant in 1848
was far from a pleasant place to stay. The Jackson family stayed
several weeks in Mr. Pleasant that spring and painfully recalled that,
It was there the live mosquitoes
Their merry songs would sing,
And the fleas would dance to music
That had such a business ring.40
At Sulphur Prairie some of the men started to build lodging and
gardens while others headed for Icaria. At this point the Icarians were
in three groups; one at Shreveport, one at Sulphur Prairie, and the
third headed for Icaria in Peters Colony by way ofBonham. The April
22,1848, issue of the Clarksville Northern Standard contains an ex-
cerpt from the Journal de Havre describing the departure of the
Icarians from France. Charles DeMorse, the editor ofthe Clarksville
paper, then states that
This paragraph relates to a community, one of whose settlements
or towns is about to be established upon a tract ofland in Titus
County, purchased of John Becknell, and known as his former
residence, about six miles to the right of the road, leading from
Duly'S crossing of the Sulphur to Mrs. Morton's on White Oak.
Some 50 or 60 of the settlers are now upon the land preparing
to build, which we are told, they will do with brick. We unders-
tand that they have another town in the Cross Timbers, and that
they are to have others scattered through Texas, and that a com·
pany have already started for the Cross Timbers . . _It is said
that they will establish an iron foundry in Titus_ It is also said
they will clear out the Sulphur, commencing this summer. We
hope so, and believe that putting 50 men upon it, it will be found
no great undertaking. 4 :1-
What did DeMorse think about having a group of communists in
his own vicinity? In the same issue he states that "This colony , .
. will be doubly a benefit to the people of all this section of country,
in the increase of conveniences, and the consumption of the new pro-
ducts of the surrounding country."" Apparently, even French com·
munists were welcome on the Texas frontier.
A month and a halflater, on June 10, the Clarksville Northern
Standard states that "We are informed that the first comers at the
colony in Titus have all gone to Peters Colony to obtain grants ofland,
and that all who arrive before July, will also go there with the same
object. By those who may arrive subsequent to that time, the work
in Titus will be carried on. "44
What had happened? On May 19 Adolphe Gouhenant, the leader
of the first advanced guard had returned to Sulphur Prairie from
Peters Colony to inform them that they must leave at once for Icaria."
Gouhenant had learned when he reached Peters Colony that free land
was available only until July 1, 1848. After that date they would have
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to purchase land for a dollar an acre.'" In order to claim the free land,
a cabin had to be built on every section of land claimed before July
I. Cabet apparently knew this when the agreement was reached with
Peters but failed to inform the members of the advanced guard.
The group at Sulphur Prairie, which now included those who had
stayed for a while at Shreveport, left for Icaria on May 21, two days
after Gouhenant's arrival. They were told, probably by Gouhenant
himself, that the route to Icaria by way of Bonham was very
dangerous. During the summer of 1848 there were Indians encamped
around Bonham and this may have been enough to frighten Gouhe-
nant." For this reason they decided to take another route that a local
resident had pointed out to them_ However, they soon found out that
route means one thing in France and another in Texas. A route in
the Texan sense, according to Levi, is simply "the place where it is
necessary to pass, even though there do not exist any markings from
the point of departure to that of arrival.""
The route suggested, as far as can be determined, was to follow
the south bank of the Sulphur River past the point at which it divides
into a north and south fork and then cross the south fork into what
is now Delta County. From there they were to head west to the open
prairie of western Hunt County and Collin County and, thereby, reach
the Cross Timbers area.
The journey from Sulphur Prairie to the open prairie of western
Hunt County would have been enough to discourage even the most
committed idealist. The rains never seemed to stop; they spent one
night walking in water up to their knees and sometimes elbows be-
ing guided only by the light from the lightning which never ceased_
They were constantly plagued by mosquitoes and gnats and they ran
low on food. A settler residing on Spring Creek Prairie in Collin Coun-
ty stated that the Icarians "passed by his house during the past year.
They travelled on foot through the country, carrying packs on their
backs, during the hottest season of the year . They were very
careless as it regards exposure and food, and usually lived in creek
bottoms."49 They took with them enough bread, salt, tea, and bran-
dy to last three days. When they ran low on bread they bought some
unsieved cornflower and made bread which Levi states resembled
"minced straw" and was certainly not "the meal of Lucullus. "50
After twelve days of walking, losing their way on several occa-
sions, they finally arrived at learia on June I. The first advanced
guard had selected land at the junction of Denton and Oliver Creeks
in Denton County as the site for learia. This location is about one
mile northeast of the present town ofJustin. With the July 1 deadline
only a month away, the new arrivals set to work building cabins and
plowing the fields. By July 1, through strenuous effort in the
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scorching heat of a Texas summer, they managed to build thirty-two
cabins. This meant that they had secured for themselves 10,240 acres
of land, a far cry from the million acres that Cabet had mentioned
before they left France. Also, the 10,240 acres of land was divided
into thirty-two noncontinguous parcels.
During July and August they continued to build and plant crops
in preparation for the arrival of the many other learians who were
expected to join them. Cabet had talked about 1500 going to learia
as the "second advanced guard." However, overexertion, the fierce
Texas sun, and bad drinking water were beginning to take their toll.
Several became ill with chills and fever, four died, and a fifth was
killed by lightning." By the middle of August the great enthusiasm
of early summer was gone and the able-bodied were preparing to
return to New Orleans when they were surprised by the arrival of
the second advanced guard. Instead of the 1500 mentioned by Cabet,
only nineteen had left France on June 3 for learia and only ten ar-
rived in learia on August 29. The rest had become ill between
Shreveport and learia.
The change in attitude among the Icarians during the summer
of 1848 from great enthusiasm to disillusionment can perhaps best
be captured through excerpts from letters written to friends and
relatives in France. On May 13 in a letter written to Cabet shortly
after the arrival of the first advanced guard and signed by several
Icarians, they state that "the country from Bonham to the source of
the Trinity is one of great beauty and amazing richness which unites
all the advantages for our colony, We have chosen the land at the
junction of the Denton and Oliver Creeks, an admirable site. Here
there are beautiful woods, excellent water, and extremely fertile
soil."" In a letter written on May 20 to Cabet, Gouhenant exclaims,
"Ohi If you could see learia, it is an Eden! When you are offered the
presidency of the Republic, come instead to Icaria - you will be very
happy, very rich and very great among us. "53
The enthusiasm is still evident as late as July 12 when Gouhe-
nant wrote to Cabet that
Finally, we have 32 sections, Icaria is founded. It is enough to
nourish 15 to 20 thousand people. The larger number is valid and
all compete with zeal and eagerness in the work we are doing. The
carpenters are constructing cabins of timber, our mechanics oc-
cupy themselves with the construction of a mill; others are building
an oven; the gardeners, farmers, laborers, colliers, all our brothers
are in motion preparing for the second advanced guard, that they
will have perhaps all the things of prime necessity.S4
Only a little over a month and a half later the scene had changed
drastically, Favard, the leader of the second advanced guard, wrote
the following to Cabet shortly after his arrival at learia.
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How can I depict to you the situation in which I have found
our brothers? Almost all who survive are sick. Four are dead; the
first was Gaillot, the second was Callet, who was killed by lightn-
ing, the third was Guerin, and the fourth Tange .... We should
not be able to bring the women here by these abominable roads.
Wagons could not make more than two or three leagues a day.
One finds no villages, but only fann houses at long intervals, and
in none of them have they beds for four persons, One does not
even find bread; for the people of the country do not make bread
except in small quantities at the very moment of eating....All our
attention is given to those who are most ill, and to preparation
for departure. But what is most annoying is that we have incur-
red a debt of seven or eight thousand francs, and we are embar-
rassed for means to liquidate it under the circumstances. If we
can arrange with our creditors we will occupy ourselves exclusive-
ly with our retreat to Shreveport .... ~~
Apparently arrangements were made with the agents of Peters
Colony for the decision was made to divide what money remained
equally among all members and to retrace their steps to Shreveport
in small groups, The retreat of the Icarians to Shreveport, many ill
with fever, must have been an especially difficult trip because of the
painful contrast of their present plight with that of a few months
earlier, When they all finally rejoined in Shreveport four were miss-
ing; they had died along the way, Henri Levi was one of these,"
Even though some of the Icarians would go on with Cabet to
establish another community in 1849 in Navoo, Illinois, the high tide
ofIcarianism was passed, 1848 was the year ofgreat hopes and shat-
tered dreams for many people, but probably none more than the
Icarians.
It was not just fever on the plains of Texas that dampened the
ardour of the Icarians, but also blood on the streets of Paris, The
Bloody June Days, June 22-24, which pitted the army and national
guard of the Second Republic against the workers of Paris, brought
about reprisals by the government that made it difficult for the
Icarian organization to operate in France," This, coupled with the
dismal failure of the attempt to establish utopia in Texas, turned
workers' attention to other doctrines, especially to one that appeared
in a small pamphlet earlier in the year entitled The Communist
Manifesto.
A leader in political difficulties who let his zeal for community
building dim his judgment, a land agent eager to attract emigrants
by a July 1 deadline, a river that was not navigable for steamboats
past Shreveport, a climate that took its toll on people who overex-
erted themselves, and a revolution in France all made the Icarian
venture in Texas a disaster. A bell the Icarians brought with them
from France can still be seen in Justin and is all that remains to reo
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mind us of the heroic efforts but tragic ending of an attempt to build
Paradise in Texas.58
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THE TEXAS PRESS AND
WILLIAM WALKER IN NICARAGUA
by J e{frey A. Zemler
Nicaragua in 1855 was a country torn apart by constant civil strife.
The country was ripe for a filibustering expedition. William Walker's
arrival in Nicaragua was not a hastily conceived idea, but a well
negotiated plan designed to take advantage of the political turmoil.
After receiving a colonization grant from the Francisco Castellon
government, Walker arrived in the Central American country and
quickly began to establish himself in that war-torn area.'
Walker's first military engagement occurred on June 29, 1855.
The attack centered on the town of Rivas. Walker, confident in his
success, boldly attacked the plaza, forcing the defenders to flee.
Walker's men, however, were in a vulnerable position and took refuge
in several adobe houses. Mter four hours of fighting, the Americans
rushed from their fortifications, startling the Legitimist soldiers. In-
stead of an attack, the Americans retreated to safety. Walker suf-
fered six dead and five seriously wounded, although he admitted on-
ly one casualty. The Americans, fleeing to San Juan del Sur, com-
mandered a schooner and sailed to Realejo. Walker's first military
action in Nicaraqua had ended in failure.'
Few newspapers in Texas noticed Walker's early exploits. Instead,
the James Callahan expedition and subsequent discussion on Mex-
ico's annexation distracted them. The Clarksville Standard, however,
devoted more attention to Walker than to Callahan. The newspaper
reported the sailing of the Walker expedition from California saying
that it "sailed under direct invitation of the Castillon (sic) or
democratic party of Nicaragua." The Standard noticed the military
setbacks of the Castellon government, causing speculation that the
war was about to end in July of 1855. Although the newspaper noted
the arrival ofWalker in Nicaragua, the Standard appeared to be un-
sure of the future of Nicaragua and the role Walker would play in it.'
The Galveston Weekly News was less cautious in describing the
Walker expedition. Walker's arrival was to be the signal for the er-
ruption of "hostilities, it is said, will commence and 'bloody work is
expected, as they are all desperate men and selected for the occasion.'"
The weekly labeled the attack on the town of Rivas a success and
stated that many men had joined Walker's standard. The newspaper,
upon hearing the news of the defeat, quickly placed the blame for
the loss on the Nicaraguans, not on Walker. The Americans were
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"betrayed," the weekly reported, when the Nicaraguans "fled, leav-
ing Walker and his men to fight it out as best they could.'"
One reason for the cautiQus attitude of the Standard and other
Texas newspapers was the sailing of the Henry L. Kinney expedi-
tion to Nicaragua. For years Kinney had been a land developer in
Texas. He became interested in Nicaragua when he acquired a ques-
tionable land grant to over 22 million acres in the Mosquito territory.
Kinney orqanized the Central American Land and Mining Company
to colonize his acreage. The American qovernment, believing Kin-
ney intended to conquer Nicaragua, reestablish slavery, and annex
the country to the United States, informed Kinney of his violation
of American neutrality. The federal government arrested Kinney
April 29, 1855.'
The Clarksville Standard, along with the Austin Texas State
Gazette, reported the assemblage of the Kinney expedition. The Stan-
dard mentioned the sailing of the expedition and Walker's anx-
iousness to join forces. The Galveston Weekly News, however, reported
the problems Kinney was having with the government and his subse-
quent arrest for violation of the neutrality laws. Possibly, this
reported collapse of the Kinney expedition caused the Galveston week-
ly to feel optimistic about Walker's chances.'
Walker continued his drive to subdue Nicaragua despite his defeat
at Rivas. After a victory at Virgin Bay, Walker returned to San Juan
del Sur, where he learned from Legitimist deserters that General Pon-
cian Corral had left Granada to reorganize the Legitimist forces in
Rivas. Realizing the vulnerable position of the capital, Walker decided
to attack Granada. On October 11, 1855, a combined force of 400 men
left San Juan del Sur for Virqin Bay where they commandeered the
transit company's lake steamer, La Virgen. On October 13, the
Americans and Nicaraguans marched into the surprised city of
Granada, having only fired a few shots. Walker succeeded in captur-
ing not only the capital but also the Legitimist's arsenal. On October
14, the citizens adopted a resolution offering the provisional presiden-
cy of Nicaragua to Walker. The government was to be a coalition bet-
ween the Democrats and Legitimists. Walker declined, however, sug-
gesting that Corral be named the new president. Corral refused the
nomination also. 7
The Galveston Weekly News continually kept its readers abreast
of Walker's activities in Nicaragua. The paper noted the capture of
Granada and Walker's refusal of the presidency. On November 27,
it proclaimed that "Gen. Walker is still in Granada, and in quiet
possession of the entire transit route, and of nearly all the Republic
of Nicaragua." The weekly enhanced this joyous proclamation with
the news that John H. Wheeler, United States minister to Nicaragua,
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had recognized the new government. The Clarksville Standard
reported that some "highly interesting" news had been received from
Nicaragua. The paper noted that Walker had provided security in
Granada for people and property and that the citizens were "so much
delighted at this that they assembled en masse, and invited him to
become their President, which he declined .... He attended a jubilee
at their church, where he was annointed [sic] by the priest, who pro-
claimed him as being the savior of their country." The Standard con-
cluded by saying that "thus the enemy of Walker had fled before him
in every instance except one, in the vicinity of the transit route, and
peace and plenty are now looked for as the result." Walker's early
victory in Nicaragua had evoked no criticism in the Texas press. 8
On December 4, 1855 the Galveston Weekly News claimed that
"Walker's new government appears to give entire satisfaction to the
people." In Washington, however, the Franklin Pierce administra-
tion was upset over Walker's actions in Nicaragua. The president
issued a proclamation on December 8, warning the public not to join
any filibustering expedition to Nicaragua. The federal government
alerted port authorities and seized vessels. The press in Texas reported
these events without comment. Pierce also refused to receive Parker
H. French, Nicaraguan minister to the United States, because of the
ill-feelings, magnified by Walker, between the United States and
Great Britain over Central America. The Galveston weekly noted
Pierce's determination not to recognize the new government in
Nicaragua. The paper furthermore recalled French's activities in
Texas:
We presume some of our citizens of Texas have not forgot the
celebrated Capt. French, who, a few years ago, succeeded in im-
posing upon some of the merchants of San Antonio, by forging
the names of Howland & Aspinwall. The same personage is now
Minister Plenipotentiary from Nicaraqua to our Government.
The caliber of Nicaragua's representative caused Pierce's actions not
to be condemned in the Texas press.9
Despite these tacit approvals ofgovernment action, the press con-
tinued to speak favorably of Walker's Nicaragua. The Clarksville
Standard reported that Walker's force had increased to 1000 men.
The Galveston Weekly News, by far the most vocal advocate for Walker
in the Texas newspapers, reported that "Gen. Walker has quiet
possession of the country, and emigrants are flocking thither from
California in crowds . . .." The weekly also spoke highly of the
agricultural potential of the country:
As far as it (a letter from Nicaragua) related to the agricultural
development of the country, it conforms the views we have enter-
tained all along. Not only all the tropical products ... but many
of the staples of the Southern States can be cultivated .. ,.
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A few newspapers began to notice Walker and especially Nicaragua. '"
One such paper was the Austin State Gazette. The favorable
reports received from Nicaragua caused the paper to call the coun-
try "the bright star of hope of the 'Young American' at the present
time." The weekly promoted emigration to Nicaragua by saying:
The present is certainly a fine opening to the young men of the
South, and worth of the best talent and character. Central
America is superior to Mexico for purposes of commerce - - - Suc-
cess to every true-hearted American who may seek its shores.
The Austin paper felt that the arrival of men and factory equipment
were "all favorable indications ... for a great revolution in central
America." Unfortunately, the newspaper failed to anticipate Walker's
success as fragile and faltering. U
In March, the attention of the Texas press and citizens turned
towards Nicaragua with increasing interest. On March 4, Costa Rica
instigated military operations against Nicaragua. The war lasted two
months, then Costa Rica withdrew from Nicaragua and saved Walker
from military defeat. Throughout the summer and fall, Nicaragua,
the neutrality laws, and the filibusters were topics of discussion. Dur-
ing this period, however, the press in Texas began to show signs of
disharmony, although the unanimity of opinion in favor of Walker
remained intact. Since Walker rode the crest of popularity in the
United States in 1856, some papers might have withheld their opi-
nions of Walker waiting for a more auspicious occasion. Some might
have jumped on the Walker bandwagon hopinq their fears would not
materialize. No matter how the editors felt, the summer and fall of
1856 were a prolific period in press writings on Walker.
Of immediate concern was the war between Nicaragua and Costa
Rica. The newspapers in Texas placed descriptions of the battles in
their columns, often without comment. The Marshall Texas
Republican wrote that a report of Walker's defeat had caused "con-
siderable excitement" in New Orleans. The Clarksville Standard ex-
pressed surprise at the defeat of an American force. The paper, speak-
ing in the terms of American racial superiority embodied in manifest
destiny, stated:
Such a thing as a positive defeat of Walker's men, in anything
approximating an equal show of forces by the contending parties,
was never dreamed of for an instant. We think it more the pro-
bable that the accounts are exaggerated, but that Walker's par-
ty had experienced a reverse of fortune, is no doubt true.
The Standard felt that ifthe defeat had destroyed "the odor of invin-
cibility," Walkers "complete downfall would not surprise us the
least."12
The withdrawal of the Costa Rican forces from Rivas on April 26,
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1856 substantiated the Galveston Weekly News' appraisal of the situa-
tion as not "serious." Political turmoil in Costa Rica facilitated Presi-
dent Juan Rafael Mora's immediate return with his army. The Mar-
shall Texas Republican reported the capture of Rivas, first by the
Costa Ricans, and Walker's subsequent occupation of the town in
April. The Austin State Gazette, witnessing the end of hostilities in
Nicaragua, noted that the South was "deeply concerned in the stabili-
ty and prosperity of Walker's government in Nicaragua."13
The form of Walker's government drastically changed on June
29, 1856. President Rivas wished the American presence in Nicaragua
to decrease in numbers. Walker saw this as an attempt to erode his
power in the country. Rivas, fearing retaliation from Walker, called
for new presidential elections to be held on June 29. Before the elec-
tions could be held Rivas fled into the interior and organized
clandestine operations against Walker. Walker, nevertheless, proceed-
ed with the election. On June 29, 1856, the people of Nicaragua elected
Walker president of Nicaragua despite increasing native resistance."
The press in Texas expressed confidence in a Walker victory. The
Austin State Gazette felt that Walker's election would create "a bet-
ter state of things." The Galveston Weekly News asserted that
Walker's election was a "'revolution" but a peaceful one. Both
newspapers, however, foresaw difficulties for the new president. The
State Gazette felt that Walker could not stop "until all [of] Central
America is under the dominion of American Nicaraquan influence."
The Galveston weekly expressed the opinion that "the hostility which
exists against Walker arises from prejudice against the people of the
United States ... and Walker could expect reinforcements from the
American people. 15
Since the press in Texas seemingly approved of the Walker
filibustering expedition, the newspapers devoted time to defend the
filibustering practice and to advocate the repeal of neutrality laws.
The Galveston Weekly News reminded its readers that Walker was
"invited to Nicaragua, to aid the liberalists ..." in their war against
the Legitimists. It wailed:
If it is criminal to aid Nicaragua now. it was criminal in Lafayette
to join the American Revolution. If it is wrong to send men and
means to assist Walker, it was wrong in the people of the United
States to send men and means to Texas - to furnish ships (though
on credit) to defend the Texas coast, the "twin sisters" that
thundered on the field of San Jacinto,
The Marshall Texas Republican defended the filibusters against
charges of murder, plunder, and rapine by saying:
Not so with the filibusters [sic]. They have other and nobler aspira-
tions. Good government, wise and salutory laws, a protection of
life and property, follow their movements.
L. _
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The Austin State Gazette declared that the neutrality laws were
a "great obstacle in the way of Americans on the ocean ...," and,
along with the Galveston weekly, favored John A. Quitman's actions
in the House of Representatives to abolish the neutrality laws. The
press envisioned manifest destiny as being stronger than the neutrali-
ty laws."
While the newspapers in Texas discussed the merits of filibuster-
ing, Walker became embroiled in a second war that would eventual-
ly force him to flee Nicaragua. On July 18, 1856 the nations border-
ing Nicaragua entered into an alliance against Walker. Honduras,
Guatemala, El Salvador, and later Costa Rica recognized Rivas'
government as the rightful government of Nicaragua and promised
military aid. By September, the combined forces of Latin Americans
began their assault on the Americans controlling Nicaragua."
As early as July, the Texas press had anticipated such a war. The
Marshall Texas Republican reported "that the feeling against Walker
is increasing very much, and that between the several adjacent States
an invasion of Nicaragua will shortly be made with forces 9000
strong." The Galveston Weekly News presented the news 'that
Walker's popularity is over-rated and that the indications are un-
favorable for peace and quiet." It attacked the people of Nicaragua
for their lack of support for Walker:
They entertain the Spanish jealousy of foreigners. Under the
pressure of circumstances growing out of their civil war, they have
yielded some reluctant and insincere support to Walker, but it
is apparent that they are always ready to betray him, when the
opportunity occurs. 18
The majority of the Texas newspapers remained confident in their
belief that Walker would triumph. The editors often prefaced critical
or unfavorable accounts with a warning that the article might be ex-
aggerated. The Galveston Weekly News suggested that certain unflat-
tering articles about Walker were "being made in certain quarters
in the North to operate to the prejudice of General Walker and his
success in Central America; and that those influences have been made
to bear upon President Pierce." The Marshall Texas Republican
criticized the source of many reports since they originated from British
sources at Greytown. The paper expressed its "great faith in the
genius, valor, and intrepidity of Walker."19
While the allied armies encircled the Americans, the press in
Texas maintained its positive attitude by finding avenues in which
to vent its anxieties. The Austin State Gazette condemned the native
population and applauded American involvement:
They are ignorant, superstitious and arrogant, and opposed to
all immigration of Americans, and to all improvements, In Cen-
tral America the latter have become actually necessary, by reason
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of a transit route to California, and the spirit of civiliza·
tion is forcing the event now transpiring.
The Galveston Weekly News believed that the former owners of the
Accessory Transit Company were furnishing material aid to the Cen-
tral Americans. The paper, however, ended on a high note by saying
"that Walker will not only triumph over all the natives of Central
America, but also over the New York monopolists. ",n
A few papers began to heed the ominous signs eminating from
Nicaragua. The Clarksville Standard printed a negative opinion of
Walker and his chances:
We are waiting to hear something from the bold adventurer. Late
accounts lead us to believe that his game is most played out. Late
reinforcements may save him for the moment; but we apprehend
that the waste of human life, necessary to maintain his position,
is too great - that he has committed blunders in his internal and
external policy; and that he has but the one qualification for his
enterprise - undaunted courage; and is too reckless of his men.
The paper, however, believed Walker's expedition into Nicaragua was
"the most gallant enterprise ever recorded since the days of Cortes
and Pizarro." The Clarksville weekly declared that Walker had in·
stilled into Nicaragua the "germ of progress" while arousing "an in-
tense hatred of the people of the United States ...." When the news
arrived of Walkers flight from Nicaragua, most papers in Texas were
unprepared for this event."
The word of Walker's surrender evoked a sense ofloss in the Texas
press. The Austin State Gazette reported the news of the capitulation
by saying that "the course of Nicaragua is for the time defeated. Her
sun has gone down. General Walker has returned to the United
States." The Austin weekly stated that the surrender "may be con-
sidered as terminating the Nicaraguan campaign." The Galveston
Weekly News told of the surrender:
The intelligence from Nicaragua is both interesting and curious.
We were prepared to hear of the evacuation of Rivas by General
Walker, but did not expect him to surrender to an American naval
officer.
The Marshall Texas Republican spoke of the hardships facing the
Americans prior to the surrender without commenting on capitula-
tion. All three newspapers spoke of the intense emotional outburst
in New Orleans when the "conquering hero," Walker, returned.22
Upon arriving in the United States, Walker immediately set about
organizing a second expedition which destroyed the unanimity pre-
sent in the Texas press for the first filibustering expedition. Sectional
l sentiment became more apparent as editors endorsed Walker's newenterprise. Also, the timidity of some Texas newspapers disappeared._--
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as editors voiced their objections to Walker and filibustering in
general. This show of disharmony in the Texas press had never
materialized during the earlier filibustering expeditions. Walker's
second attempt caused some newspapers to abandon their guise of
support, while other weeklies inferred objections without dropping
support.
The Galveston Weekly News continued to be the leader in extoll-
ing Walker's expedition. It envisioned Central America as the only
hope for the South. The Galveston paper spoke of the expedition with
expressions of manifest destiny quite evident:
We believe the great question of slavery must be seriously af-
fected, if not, in fact, controlled by the changes that are now go-
ing on and must, sooner or later, be consummated, in the territory
of Central America and Mexico .... The present ignorant, in-
dolent and semi·barbarous occupants of those rich and fertile
regions that have for so many years been an unproductive
wilderness, must, sooner or later, give way to a more enlighten-
ed race. OUf government may throw obstacles in the way, .. ,
but the spirit which animates them [filibusters] will still survive
and finally triumph.
The weekly also stated that Walker had the support and endorsement
"of many of the most prominent and influential men in the
south ...."23
The question of slavery in Nicaragua became the critical issue
for some Texas newspapers. Walker's decree of 1856 reinstating
slavery had evoked little comment in the Texas press. After the col-
lapse of the first expedition, slavery and its importance for the South
became dominant themes in many Texas newspapers. Northern
criticism of Walker was increasing while the country was engaged
in a conflict over Kansas. Nicaragua, as a slaveholding country or
as a slaveholding state, for many Texas weeklies became the only
hope of salvation for the South. Walker, therefore, received greater
support from some newspapers. Manifest destiny and the right to ex-
tend slavery into newly acquired territory became the key issues, and
the press in Texas reacted against a northern threat to these rights.
Most Texas newspapers described Walker's subsequent attempts in
terms of Southern aspirations, and those newspapers which opposed
Walker did not condemn those hopes.
The Austin State Gazette maintained this theme ofSouthern salva-
tion by continually expressing support for Walker. It expressed its
sentiments on August 8: "We hope the extention of Southern area
will go on prosperously, and all our sympathies are with the friends
of Nicaragua." The newspaper reported the organizing of a force at
Galveston and spoke of the venture with dreams of Southern
aspirations:
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OUf young men have a fine field in this new enterprise. For some
years hence, great revolutions must necessarily take place in the
Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean seas, wherein the Institutions
of the South will be sustained and perpetuated.
The State Gazette, however, on November 14, clarified itself:
We will not conceal the fact that our sympathies have, all along,
been with the "man of destiny," but we should regret, exceedingly,
to see General Walker make any move that would be in viola-
tion of our neutrality laws.24
In Texas the most adamant opponent to Walker was the Corpus
Christi Nueces Valley. The paper's objections rested on opposition to
war which the weekly felt was "too gloomy and sickening, even to
sanctify the anticipated results." The Nueces Valley regarded the
filibuster not as a hero but as a "reckless banditti" plundering the
countryside. It asserted that:
Central American advancement has been seriously retarded by
the warlike movements - that a peaceful system of colonization
would give the reigns of government into republican hands far
sooner, more honorably, and satisfactorily than by the present
course.
The Marshall Texas Republican quietly began to show signs of
disenchantment when it published a list of American losses in
Nicaragua. Without comment, the paper reported that 5700
Americans had lost their lives in Walker's campaign.25
On November 14, 1857 Walker embarked upon his second expedi-
tion to conquer Nicaragua. Most newspapers in Texas noted the sail-
ing of the second Walker expedition without comment. The Corpus
Christi N ueces Valley spoke cynically of the sloop of war Saratoga
which "did not think proper to molest him." The Galveston Weekly
News felt "exciting news" would soon be emanating from Nicaragua.
The news which the press received, of course, was the capture and
surrender of the American filibusters."
The actions of Commodore Hiram Paulding sparked sharp opin-
ions in the Texas press. The newspapers, this time, either supported
Walker or condemned filibustering. They based their stands on per-
sonal convictions and expressed them in a clear, concise manner. The
Clarksville Standard felt Paulding was "grossly ignorant of the ex-
tent of his powers . . . [and] ought to be at once removed, as incompe-
tent." The paper a few weeks later felt that Paulding believed his
actions were correct; Unevertheless we think he should be reprimand-
ed. at least."27
The Galveston Weekly News spoke of the arrest "as an outrage
and insult to the South ...." The paper warned the South of the ac-
tions of the federal government:
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The recognition of slavery by General Walker seems to have
reversed the policy of our government. , ,_ We do not pretend to
understand what may be the real policy of oW' government, but
the demonstrations both to the North and the South of us, are
of a kind to awaken the deepest interest in the slave states of
this Union .. ..
It warned that Walker and Nicaragua were uniting the North against
the South. The answer was all too obvious for the weekly:
It is because here is a question (the Americanization of Central
America), which through the instrumentality of Walker might
extend the domain of negro slavery. Such a question always unites
northern public mind.28
The Austin State Gazette believed Commodore Paulding's actions
wrong.
This intermeddling of our navy officers with the affairs of other
nations is highly to be deprecated, for it has almost uniformly
occurred that the interference has been against those struggling
for liberty, and in favor of the tyrant government which has
sought to enslave the people and make them subservient tools
and slaves of power.
The Austin weekly believed the time propitious for the abolition of
the neutrality laws. The newspapers also envisioned Nicaragua as
a struggle between the North and South.
If filibusterism is to be opposed at the North only when it
recognizes slavery ... they (Southerners) certainly would not feel
much conscientious [sic] compunction in engaging in a little
southern, pro-slavery filibustering as an offset to Mr. Eli Thayer's ~
Northern, abolition, blue-bellied-Yankee, nutmeg filibusterism.
The State Gazette predicted that an even bloodier Kansas would be
Nicaragua's fate.29
The pro-Walker press in Texas maintained that the South was
a united force behind filibustering. The Galveston Weekly News
reported that they "have not yet seen any Southern paper of any party
expressing 'any approval ..." of President James Buchanan's con-
demnation of Walker. In reality the Texas press continued to be divid-
ed over Walker. The Marshall Texas Republican supported Buchanan
for his "wise and patriotic stand on this question ..." and published
articles from Southern newspapers to show the divisions in the South
on this issue. Finally in February of 1858 it discarded its timidity
and publicly proclaimed its opposition to filibustering.
We are not advocate of [or} friend of filibustering [siel; but if we
were, we do not think General Walker the man for the occasion.
His own friends admit that he is unacquainted with military
science, while his civil career in Nicaragua proves him deficient
in statesmanship. We regard him as nothing more than a reckless
adventurer, seeking no other object than his own promotion ...
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And to consummate this work of folly, the lives of7000 American
citizens, it is estimated, have been sacrificed.
The paper concluded by saying that "we must aim at a higher stan-
dard of morals than that which sanctions individual enterprises got-
ten up from motives ofcupidity or lawless ambition, designed to over-
throw inferior governments, with which we are at peace." The Nueces
Valley concurred with the Texas Republican that Buchanan was cor-
reet in his actions against Walker.30
Following his return to the United States, Walker organized two
more expeditions. The first set sail from Mobile Bay on December
6, 1859. Walker was not one of the 120 passengers on board the
schooner Susan; instead, he chose to accompany the anticipated se-
cond wave. Unfortunately, on December 16 the schooner hit a sunken
coral reef off the coast of the British colony of Belize. The British
rescued the Americans and transported them back to the United
States. The third attempt evoked no comments in the Texas press."
The press in Texas paid little attention to Walker after his third
fiasco. His autobiography, The War in Nicaragua, released in 1860,
illustrated how disenchanted the public had become. The Marshall
Texas Republican felt Walker would have a difficult time selling the
book. The newspaper commented: "The humbug of Nicaragua has
had its run. The public want a new one, and a new man." His fourth
and final expedition also received little interest. Walker's debarka-
tion received slight notices, while his death evoked little comment.
The British abandonment of Walker "outraged" the Austin State
Gazette but little else said. Most Texas newspapers reported only the
events of his death without comment."
By July 1858, the press in Texas said little, if anything, about
the expeditions to Nicaragua or the necessity of owning the country.
Most papers became involved in the political issues of the day. Na-
tional issues replaced Walker as the topic of interest. For instance,
the State Gazette became a leading proponent for secession in 1860.
Most of its editorials informed the readers of the opinions of Southern
leaders. It appears that Walker still interested the editors since they
printed lengthy articles about his fourth expedition. These articles,
however, were copies ofthose in New Orleans newspapers. The editors
failed to set aside space to run editorials on Walker's death. The en-
thusiasm of the 1855 expedition had been lost by 1860 and only casual
interest remained. The Texas press again was united - this time by
a fortuity of silence.
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PORT ARTHUR IN 1923
by Jane A. Preddy
The history of Port Arthur until 1923 was a patchwork contain-
ing such varied historic types as Indians, Spanish explorers, pirates,
and rugged Texas pioneers who moved back and forth acroSS an area
not yet ripe for settlement. Even the predecessor of Port Arthur, the
town of Aurora, was slow to grow and doomed to failure. The birth
of Aurora as a financial enterprise can be documented by an inden-
ture recorded on October 10, 1837, in which Horatio Hanks sold 1107
acres of land he had acquired from the Mexican government to
Almazon Houston. In 1840, the Houston Morning Star advertised
Aurora as a prospective city, laid out in lots, and invited customers
to inspect property. Although some lots were purchased, they were
never developed and many individuals" ... turned them back to
Almazon Houston, giving him quit-claim deeds in return for their
notes. "1
Unaware of this enterprise, John Sparks arrived in the area in
1837 with his wife and two children. He saw the prospects for profit
from the operation of a ferry across Taylor's Bayou and immediately
began work on this project. In spite of setbacks imposed by the climate
and the accidental burning of his land-constructed home, he prospered
and bought additional land. His family multiplied, creating a settle-
ment of Sparkses. As his offspring increased, Mary Page, a teacher
from Sabine Pass, was hired to instruct the children. By 1861 the
settlement had become known as Aurora.
The winter of 1885 brought chaos and defeat to the people of
Aurora. They were plagued by an epidemic, battered by a severe hur-
ricane, and finally convinced by the elements to move farther inland.
They abandoned the settlement for a spot closer to Beaumont. In the
bitter winter of 1895, grazing cattle, in an effort to save themselves
from freezing, demolished the one remaining house at the settlement.
If pirates and pioneers do not sufficiently "spice up" the local
history of this area, perhaps the story of"Brownies" will. "Brownies"
were responsible for informing promoter, railroad entrepreneur, and
financial wizard Arthur Stilwell that the proper place to build a
railroad was "directly south from Shreveport," and to found what he
labeled as "the only city ever located and built under directions from
the spirit world." It seems that Stilwell relied heavily on hunches
and on messages received in dreams. In OTIe particular dream, the
"Brownies" not only instructed him on the location of the city but
furnished him with a "perfect map of the canal, docks and turning
basin just as they exist today - not the slightest change." Stilwell
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stated that "My faith in the 'Brownies' directions had enabled me
to carry conviction to the directors and as ifby magic there arose great
elevators, warehouses, docks and piers and the prosperous city of Port
Arthur, to which the Brownies told me to give my first name.'"
Stilwell planned to join this city to nearby deep water by means
ofa canal. Gaining the approval of his associates, he formed the Port
Arthur Townsite and Land Company and acquired capital from the
Netherlands. The townsite of Port Arthur was platted by the winter
of 1895, and a canal and construction of a levee designed to protect
the new community from further ravages of hurricanes was begun.
From a mudhole oftents and crude shelters sprang the first buildings,
followed by more men and more buildings. The work continued at
a feverish pace to provide an appropriate impression for prospective
buyers who arrived as a result of a promotional scheme concocted by
Stilwell. This scheme was so successful that the majority remained
and invested, adding to the population and giving impetus to economic
development.
The townsite was developed sufficiently by 1898 to call for an in-
corporation election, which resulted in Port Arthur's emergence as
a city. In 1899, the second of the town's principal benefactors arriv-
ed. John W. Gates had purchased stock in the Stilwell project a few
years before and inspected the area with him in an effort to effect
a successful reorganization of Stilwell's complex financial network.
After seeing the potential of the area, Gates moved through legal
means to gain control of the Stilwell interests, which he accomplish-
ed in 1900. He began a series of promotional measures, encouraged
the building of a rice mill, and was aided immensely in his economic
enterprises by the discovery of the nearby Spindletop oil field. Soon
afterwards the Guffey Petroleum Company was enticed to the area.
The Texas Company constructed a pipeline to the Port Arthur area
from a field in Nederland, as did the National Oil and Pipeline Com-
pany. These pipelines were soon followed by refineries built by the
Gulf and Texas Companies. Perhaps Gates' biggest success came from
his venture to obtain port-of-entry status for Port Arthur. After
several unsuccessful attempts, he was able to accomplish this by
deeding it "to the government for 'one dollar and other considera-
tions'," thereby resolving the question of private interest which arose
in regard to the project.'
Gates' death in 1911 had little effect upon the economic growth
of the town_ The ships arrived at local docks in ever-increasing
numbers, building remained behind demand, and profits from new
investments soared. The First World War stimulated production in
the oil and gas industries and enveloped the shipping concerns in un-
told prosperity. In 1914, Port Arthur was described as "... a city of
12,600 population, with many advantages and improvements, in-
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eluding a $20,000 public library, modern electric and gas systems,
an efficient fire department, street railway, two newspapers and hun-
dreds of substantial business buildings and attractive dwellings.'"
By 1920 the population had increased to 22,276, which brought with
it the cry for new business facilities as well as numerous new
residences. 5
In response to an unprecedented increase in property expansion
in the early part of 1923, a real estate dealer felt justified in announ-
cing in one of his ads that "It won't be long before Port Arthur will
be as large as New York if she keeps growing as fast as she has since
January first. Then what will these places be worth?'" Although these
remarks may seem overly optimistic in retrospect, they can be easi·
ly understood by examining the indications of progress not only in
the building trades but in other areas as well.
Port Arthur grew from a population of 765 in 1900 to approximate-
ly 40,000 in 1923.' The ward boundaries of the political contests of
the year showed the city covering an area from the ship channel on
the south side to Zwolle Boulevard on the north. Its western and
eastern boundaries were fixed by Houston Avenue and the Port
Arthur-Beaumont Highway. This included the newly annexed Model
Addition.' The city's rising population earned it the rank of twelfth
largest city in the state, a further indication of economic growth and
development.' The lure of Port Arthur was based mainly upon the
economic well-being of its inhabitants as well as on the availability
of employment. "[Four] existing refineries, two at Port Arthur and
two on tributary waterways, .. have a combined refining capacity
larger than that of any other group of refineries in the United
States."'" In 1923 the Texas Company added even more impetus to
the prosperity by announcing expansion plans costing nearly $9
million which would make its Port Arthur plant almost twice as
large. U This would create jobs for many more than almost twice the
8000 men already employed by the area refineries."
Equally important in providing employment and adding revenue
to the town coffers was the shipping industry. In 1923 the shipping
facilities were made up of the private docks of the Gulf and Texas
Companies as well as those owned by the Port Arthur Canal and Dock
Company. Together, these companies owned 7000 linear feet of
wharves. This space was none too large, however, because" ... in
1922, Port Arthur ranked second only to New York in the volume
of foreign imports and was fifth among all U.S. ports in the combin-
ed volume offoreign exports and imports."" The Gulf Refining Com-
pany found it necessary to increase its facilities to a capacity which
enabled them to "load and discharge sixteen vessels at one time/'
as imports for 1923 reached 11,429,480 tons and were exceeded by
exports, reaching 40,398,220 tons." The Port Arthur News, on
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December 8, 1923, loudly proclaimed that the November exports of
nearly $3 million were double those of previous months. In a later
edition, summing up the yearly shipping activities, the News reported
that Port Arthur had garnered fifty-six percent of allship~'
district. IS
The refining and shipping industries provided monthly payrolls
of an estimated $20 million a year and initiated a building boom as
a by-product of their expansion which created jobs for some 2,000 men.
The building crafts were engaged in a frantic attempt to supply the
required residences and public buildings which the booming city
demanded.16
On April 30, 1923, a Port Arthur News headline emphasized the
building increase with the proclamation, "Building Here in New
Record." The companion story stated that the months of January,
February, March, and April showed building increases above those
of the entire year of 1922. The month of April alone topped the
previous April by 136 percent."
In addition to financial opportunities, what could the prospective
resident find in the community itself which might have persuaded
him to spend his life in Port Arthur? In 1923 Port Arthur was a pro-
gressive as well as an entertaining area in which to live. There were
" ... six hotels, three machine shops, two box factories, .. . two
wholesale grocery houses, seven lumberyards, three builders and
supply companies, seventy-five garages and oil filling stations, five
hundred retail stores, four banks, etc."18 In addition to these
businesses, Port Arthur boasted two hospitals, one library, a day
nursery, and two cemeteries." By 1923 there were almost 1,000
business and 2469 private telephones, making a total of 3450.'" Port
Arthurans consumed 57,907,000 Kilowatt hours of electric service
measured on 6844 electric meters, and the city furnished water ser-
vice from a newly acquired water supply to some 4475 homes." The
local newspaper's circulation listed 6,201 customers and the natural
gas interests, the People's Natural Gas Company, served the citizens
of this community by waging a running battle against the forces of
City Hall over the cost of such service to the local citizenry."
Inevitably the specter of City Hall looms over the scene of any
community. The City Hall building itself stood at the northeast cor-
ner of Fourth Street and Waco Avenue and housed not only the seat
of government but the police and fire stations as well. Port Arthur
changed her governmental system in 1923 after a charter election
held the previous year. Until May 5, J.P. Logan served as Mayor and
Commissioner of Public Order and Safety, A.A. Poteet was Commis-
sioner of Public Records and Finance, and B.J. Wade was Commis-
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time Mayor-Commissioner system after the May election. In addition
to the Mayor and Commissioners, the city was served by City Tax
Collector G.K. Lomax, City Clerk E.H. Miles, City Attorney V.J.
Wistner, City Engineer M.C. Erwin, and Fire Marshal J.E. Coe. The
chiefs of the police and fire departments were W.E. Word and W.C.
LaRose. The fire department operated two stations in addition to the
Central Station located in the City Hall; one was on Houston Avenue
and another on Fifth Street. The department was responsible for calls
coming in on sixty-seven alarm boxes,23
The 1923-24 tax rate was set at $1.54 per $100 based on valua-
tions totalling $27,890,350." These valuations were broken down by
Tax Assessor-Collector Lomax in the following manner: Real Estate,
$10,661,700; Improvements, $11,007,700; and Personal, $6,220,950.
Distribution of the tax income was as follows: 96~ was placed in a
general fund totalling $269,500; 54~ went into the interest and sink-
ing fund; and 4¢ was placed in the $11,000 contingency fund. Addi-
tional revenue was also added to the general fund by the police and
garbage departments."
The salaries of various employees came out of the general fund.
In 1924, the full-time mayor drew a salary of $3,000-$5,000 and full-
time commissioners, $2,400 per year." Also out of the tax money came
various maintenance projects and services such as new streets which
had grown to an overall length offorty-six miles while constantly run-
ning behind growing needs." In 1923, according to the City Direc'
tory, there was in progress" ... asphalt street construction totalling
over $2 million ... to connect industries and docks with the business
district of the city."" Also in progress was work on projects approv-
ed in a $1,030,000 bond election including park improvements, new
sewer and drainage facilities, pavement and storm sewers, and fire
department additions.'"
While improving their city in other ways, Port Arthurans did not
forget their educational responsibilities. In 1923 Port Arthur had five
public schools, including three white and two "colored," plus two
Catholic schools, one Lutheran, one International Correspondence
School, and Port Arthur Business College." The five public schools
were Franklin, DeQueen, Port Arthur High School, Lamar, and Lin-
coln. The combined enrollment of the Fall 1923 semester was 7,513
and represented an increase of 17.8 percent over that of 1922." There
were sixty-nine members of the graduating class of 1923 at Port Ar-
thur High School." An eight-man school board headed by Davis But-
tons presided over a system which was expanding rapidly to meet
increasing enrollment with additions to DeQueen and Port Arthur
High School and hiring twenty-eight new teachers for the September
term.34
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This interest in education was also reflected in the quality of
school facilities. Franklin, which accommodated grades one through
seven, was viewed as "the most complete institution of its kind out-
side of New York City." The school and its furnishings represented
a $500,000 investment and offered such features as a swimming pool,
woodworking and machine shops, a printing plant, and a roof-garden
conservatory. There was also a complete student reference library. 35
The enrollment at Franklin was 2,628 in 1923, compared with 1,075
at DeQueen 1,093 at Lincoln, and 275 at Lamar.'" ,
While its children received an education, Port A~thur furnished
adults many civic, social, and religious organizations which gave op-
portunities for leisure, service, and a rewarding community life. In
addition to the usual civic organizations such as the Chamber of Com-
merce and an active Young Men's Business League, Port Arthur had
many civic-social groups and religious societies."' The 1923 City Direc-
tory listed twenty-four such organizations, including Lions, Rotarians,
Eagles, Elks, the Civic Club, Civitans, Oddfellows, Woodmen of the
World, and the Maccabees. There were several religious associations,
including the Knights of Columbus, Sons of Herman, Catholic Ladies
Altar Society, and the Council of Jewish Women. The Masonic orders
were also active at this time, judging from the amount of news
coverage given to the eight organized groups."
Port Arthur was not without her protestors in 1923. The Ku Klux
Klan, although not listed in the City Dirrectory, was very active in
the community, showing its strength in a street parade the preceding
year." In December, "Sanity League Makes Debut to Port Arthur's
Thirsty" was a front-page annOllncement with a companion story
relating that the purpose of the League was to obtain enough
signatures to support the weakening of the Volstead Act and allow
the sale of beer and light wine.'"
If some were worried about the problems of prohibition, others
stuck to tea and punch, the favorite refreshments served at the "social
circles" and bridge clubs which made up a major portion of the ladies'
social organizations of 1923. In addition to the Friday Bridge Club
and the Reading Club, one found many groups such as the Thimble
Club, Klatter Klub Bridge Group, and the Department Club, itself
a composite of many groupS.41 The activities of these organizations
had wide coverage in the Port Arthur News, which not only listed
the attending members at each function but described in great detail
the refreshments and the decor. Typical of such descriptions was one
of a meeting of the Ever-Happy Club. "The home was in attractive
adornment with a pretty profusion afroses and ferns in clustered ar-
rangements about the rooms. Games and dancing gave diversion for
the evening following which delicious refreshments of punch and cake
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were served.H42 An equally exhilarating evening must have been en·
joyed by those attending a reception honoring Mr. and Mrs. DeCoux.
The program for the evening consisted not only of a talk by the local
minister, but songs, one of which was entitled "Count Your Bless-
ings," and another, a solo, "Robin, Dear, I Love You So." The guests
were further entertained by selected recitations such as "She Forgot
Her Baby Brother," and "Grandpa's Spectacles."43 Weddings were
equally well-described on the society page, not only down to the last
flower arrangement, but sometimes including a description of the per-
sonality and physical attributes of the bride and groom. One finds
the bride described as "a young woman of pleasing personality," or
as one who "was fair to look upon."44
Of all organizations, none were more active than the churches.
"Card players, dancers, theatre goers are un-saved, Baptist divine
scathingly denounces worldly aims, sees hell for careless Christians,"
made headlines in the local paper, not because of its revolutionary
context, but because there was a great deal of local interest in
religion." There were seventeen all-white churches in Port Arthur
in 1923. Among this group the Baptists led with four, the Christian
denomination followed with three, and the Methodists with two. Fif-
teen Negro churches were listed in a separate category under "Col-
ored," with Baptists leading in number."
Another more frivolous side of life connected Port Arthur to a
thousand counterparts throughout the nation. The movies were a
great national catalyst and Port Arthur boasted five movie theatres
in 1923, where Eileen Peroy, Norma Talmadge, and Dorothy Dalton
performed in such hits as "The Flirt," "The Voice from the Minaret,"
and "Deep Secrets." Rudolph Valentino starred in "A Rogue's
Romance," and who could forget "The Dangerous Age," with "Lewis
Stone as the man who went awandering, Ruth Clifford as the girl
who set him squandering, and Cleo Madison as the wife who waited
- pondering."" Live theatre was also available in the Garden Air-
dome where such traveling stage troups as those owned by the
Ferguson Brothers performed. Plays such as "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room," and "Why Women Go Wrong" were accompanied by
statements assuring the public that the productions were "full of in-
tensity and exciting climaxes and wonderful heart punches.
Guaranteed to be clean, refined, absolutely chaste throughout." The
price for all this was twenty and forty cents."
If the Port Arthuran preferred a quiet evening at home in 1923,
he gathered his family around him and learned Mah-Jongg from
lessons being published in the News, or if he were fortunate enough
to have a crystal set he could receive a "big station" like WTAM,
which began broadcasting on September 24th of that year." A much
more reliable source ofmusie, however, was his hand-wound Victrola
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on which he might play such nationally advertised records as w.e.
Handy playing "Sugar Blues," or Paul Whiteman rendering such fox-
trot favorites as "Crying for You" or "Burning Sands."50 If reading
was his forte, he would probably have picked one of the local best-
sellers from the Harris Book Store such as Flaming Youth or the more
staid Outline ofHistory by H.G. Wells_ The children would have been
enthralled with The Rover Boys and Uncle Wiggley." The local paper
was not only a source of news but one of amusement when the reader
turned to the daily comics. There one found strips full of the antics
of"The Gumps," "Freckles and His Friends," "Salesman Sam," and
"Our Boarding House with Major Hoople.""
In addition to entertainment produced by Hollywood or found
within one's home, Port Arthur's calendar seemed crowded by events
that offered a variety of entertainment. One could swim at the Plaza
Natatorium, watch one of the five local ball teams during their
regular season, or attend the numerous functions set up by local
organizations. The Rudolph Lambert Post of the American Legion
sponsored dances for its members, and also put on such productions
as the "Dixie Review of'23/' a minstrel show which allowed end men
"Jimmie Wood and Jack Story to sling mean tonsils without self-
consciousness or affectation." It also enlisted the entertainment
abilities of many local beauties in its productions. There were box
suppers, sidewalk benefit sales and, perhaps one of the biggest
celebrations ever held in Port Arthur, the Silver Anniversary Fete.
May 1 found plans well under way for the celebration to be held on
July 4, 1923. The YMBL was put in charge of raising the $5,000 need-
ed for its financing. "Marda [sic] Gras at New Orleans will pale into
insignificance along side the celebration Port Arthur will put on,"
was the comment of a local enthusiast. A parade, fish fry, "athletic
contests featuring greased pigs," a "bathing girls revue," and a
costume ball were planned. Needless to say, a queen would be selected.
When the appointed day arrived, it was quite evident that it had been
enthusiastically planned. The pageant grew to include events such
as a "baby show, dog show, a carnival, dancing and appropriate
festivities," including a whisker-growing contest. Mary Donaldson
reigned over the festivities and the Port Arthur News was so caught
up in the enthusiasm that it published an edition containing 164
pages, making it "one of the largest of such editions ever issued in
the southwest. "53
Another form of amusement for the Port Arthuran was the local
contest. These were frequently held and offered opportunities not only
for entertainment but for prizes as welL The People's Gas Company
sponsored a cake-baking contest to advertise the benefits of gas cook-
ing as opposed to those of oil. The contestants were invited to bring
the ingredients to the showroom and bake their cakes there. A silver
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cup was the prize for the most perfect baby in a baby contest and recep-
tion sponsored by St. Mary's Hospital on May 9, 1923. The Civitans
sponsored a spelling bee at Franklin School which was preceded by
a "figuring contest." There was also the "Bathing Girls Revue" held
in Galveston on May 13. The Southern Pacific Lines advertised its
$3, round-trip fare well in advance to attract attendance. When one
considers the various clubs, social functions and public enter-
tainments available to the Port Arthuran, it would seem that life
could have been full had he chosen to participate in only a few of
them. 54
A picture has been presented to the economic and social condi-
tions with which the resident of 1923 was surrounded, but what of
the individual himself? How did he dress? Where did he live and how
did he furnish his home? What did his groceries cost and what means
of transportation was available to him? In fashions, Port Arthurans
were influenced by the same styling that dominated in the nation.
Women wore their hair bobbed in most instances, and had not yet
allowed their skirts to venture more than a few inches above the
ankles. A typical suit style for women in the spring of 1923 was a
two-piece costume with a rather slim skirt topped by a long jacket
with flared sleeves. It was heavily trimmed in braid. A Bluestein's
ad showed a typical "dress-up" costume consisting of a near ankle-
length dress, belted below the waist with a wide sash that ended in
a bustle bow. Five rows of ruffles made the skirt which fell from the
sash. The upper part of the garment hung loosely as did the wide
sleeves. Shoes to match these garments usually had pointed toes and
high heels with straps over the instep. Dresses were rather expen-
sive, judging from advertised prices in the Port Arthur News ofthat
year. Typical of these was the Hodges Company ad during one of its
spring sales. Dresses which were once $19.95 were reduced to $14.95
and those priced at $59.50 were a mere $46.95. Shoes were a bargain,
however, with the average pair costing between $4 and $5. Some silk
hose sold for an overwhelming $2.49 a pair, while furs were a com-
parative bargain at around $20 for a fox scarf. Those were the days
of "teddies," "bloomers," and "step-ins" which ladies could purchase
in silk at a cost of up to $5.00 a pair."
For the gentleman, Sam Sach's clothing store advertised suits to
help "get ready for summer." One could purchase seersucker, gabar-
dine, or mohair suits in a price range between $5.00 and $23.00. Later
in the season the pin-stripe suit in blue or black seemed to be a popular
model, covered by overcoats which were "belted all around." G.W.
Imholf, typical of most better shoe stores of the area, offered Flor-
sheim shoes "with the broad, French Toe and English laced, for
$10-$12." Little girls' garments resembled those of their mothers',
but boys' clothing was vastly different from the precisely tailored suits
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worn by their fathers. They wore knee-length knickers with a long
jacket covering a "wash blouse." Along with these items they wore
long stockings and the almost inevitable "slouchy hat""
Another item of interest was the type of home in which the Port
Arthur citizen lived. This was the day of the "bungalow style" and
while it is difficult to assess the value and condition of property from
the advertising section of a newspaper, an attempt will be made to
give a sampling of property offered. The Seaport Real Estate firm
wished to sell a "brand new house with lake front, garage, shrub-
bery ... for $3,200." On April 30, a "five room modern home near
Franklin School, $3,500 ...," was advertised. People were not only
buying ready-built homes in the Port Arthur area, but were building
their own in the city and in developments like those of nearby Groves
and Griffin. Corner lots within the city limits could be purchased for
$1,250 each."
A wide selection of furnishings was available to the person whose
home was already completed. He could furnish his living room with
one of the tapestry-covered "over-stuffed" suites so popular at this
time or be content with its less expensive counterpart made out of
"woven fiber." Walnut Queen Anne style furniture for the dining
room was extremely popular. In the bedroom, suites consisting of the
"wing-mirror vanity" and the "bow-end bed" were widely advertis-
ed. The 1923 kitchen left much to be desired when compared to those
of today. The Phoenix Furniture Company lured prospective
customers with the promise offree ice with each refrigerator purchas-
ed. These models boasted "glistening one-piece porcelain food
chambers" and sold for $15 to $70 depending upon the size. There
was evidence of the competition between the producers of gas and
oil-burning stoves. "Nineteen hours to the gallon" was promised by
the Redstar oil-burning ranges which cost at most $78 and at the least,
$34. The heating systems of many homes used coal for fuel. A typical
ad for a space heater described it as being of " ... colonial design,
an ornament to any parlor or sitting room," but ifone is to judge from
the picture in the ad, this was a gross misrepresentation.58
In any survey of the environment of modern man, food costs play
a large part. Piggly-Wiggly, as well as many other food stores of this
time, ran grocery ads which were quite similar to those of today ex-
cept for a considerable difference in prices. Below is a typical list:
Peaches, Del Monte 2M
Salmon 24~
Butter, Ib 49~
Pork Shoulder Roast 20lf: per Ib
Beef Rib Roast 20~ per lb.
ChucK Roast 15~ per lb.
Van Camp Pork and Beans 8¢
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Picnic Hams 16¢
Coffee 35¢ per lb.
Needless to say, these items would be delivered, the only stipulation
being a $3.00 purchase." There was a lively interest in the automobile
in Port Arthur in the early 1920s reflected by the sheer number of
ads carried by the Port Arthur News throughout 1923. Typical of these
was one found on September 2, advertising the reduction of prices
of new models by the C.E. Booz Company. One could purchase a Max·
well for $795, or the larger Chalmers five-passenger touring car for
$1,194. At Inman Chevrolet, a two-passenger Chevrolet roadster, was
$510 while a five-passenger sedan sold for $850. The used car market
was not yet at its present strength. The dealer of the time placed
modest ads in the want-ad section of the News, and there were usually
fewer than six of these in each paper. A typical used car advertise-
ment was one from the H.F. Baker Company who wished to sell a
1919 Hupmobile for $475, or a 1919 Cadillac Sport touring model for
$1,600. Credit was readily available, according to the ads."
Although this review picked fragments from overall conditions
of Port Arthur in 1923, a few things are indisputable in regard to
the city as a whole. First and foremost, it was growing at a tremen-
dous rate, not only in population but in shipping, industrial, and
business activity as well. Not only was there employment and finan-
cial opportunity, but Port Arthur seemed to have been a desirable
place to live. There were modern facilities available, an extensive if
rather unsophisticated recreational environment which when com-
bined with the outdoor sports opportunities offered by the natural
environment, gave the citizens numerous pleasure outlets. The school
system seemed proud of its services and buildings and ready to in-
tegrate into the life of the community through such activities as the
spelling bees, and figuring and garden contests which were held for
all citizens. Above all one cannot help but contrast the city of Port
Arthur to the "Gopher Prairies" and "Middletowns" of the United
States of that time, so ridiculed by the popular writers. One might
expect to find on Procter Street what Lewis found on Main Street.
This was simply not so. The "booster" spirit was there, but if one can
interpret public spirit from the pages of a newspaper, it was not the
shallow thing represented in the iconoclastic novels of the day, but
a general spirit of activity on the part of the citizens which was born
of an overwhelming optimism concerning the future of their
community.
NOTES
IFederal Writers Project, Port Arthur (Houston, 1940), p.21.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The Association held its Annual Meeting in Nacogdoches on
September 27-28. Program Chairman Joe Ericson of Stephen F.
Austin State University provided an excellent program that includ-
ed a tour of the restored Adolphus Sterne home, a reception at the
home of President and Mrs. William J. Brophy, and papers by Tom
Cutrer and David De Boe, both ofthe Texas State Historical Associa-
tion; Michael Hooks, archivist at the State Land Office; Janet
Schmelzer of Tarleton State University; Sam Malone of San
Augustine; and Ericson.
The luncheon address by State Librarian Dorman Winfrey detail-
ed plans for the Texas State Library's Sesquicentennial exhibits.
The twenty-fourth president of the
Association is Jewel Goldsberry
Cates, a native of Nacogdoches
County who presently residents in
Dallas.
President Cates graduated
from Nacogdoches High School.
She moved to Dallas to continue
her education, then became a
supervisor for Postal Telegraph.
During World War II she served as
a flight dispatcher for American
Airlines.
In 1946 Mrs. Cates was
graduated from the New York In-
stitute ofFinance and became one
of the first women Account Executives for Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fen-
ner & Smith. She remained with that firm for thirty-three years.
Mrs. Cates is listed in Who's Who ofAmerican Women, Who's Who
in the South and Southwes~Who's Who ofCommerce and Industry,
and in The Women of85 (DallaslFort Worth). She has been honored
as the Outstanding Business Woman by ten Business and Professional
Clubs of Dallas County, is past president of Dallas I, Zonta Interna-
tional, past chairman of the Literature department of the Dallas
Woman's Forum, past Matron, Order of Eastern Star, past president
of the Poe Study Club, and member of many other organizations.
Mrs. Cates was married to the late Marshall H. Cates. They have
one daughter, Julia Ann Minter, and two grandchildren, Shana Lee
and Clinton Marshall Minter.
Since retirement from Merrill, Lynch she has kept busy with
traveling and investments.
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A number of awards were presented at the Saturday luncheon.
Tommy Stringer of Navarro College in Corsicana received the C.K.
Chamberlain Award for his article "The American Well and Prospec-
ting Company," judged the best to appear in Volume XXII. Frank
Smyrl of The University of Texas at Tyler and Margaret S. Henson
of The University of Houston, Clear Lake, were named Fellows of
the Association. And the first annual Ottis Lock Endowment Awards
went to:
Secondary School
2-Year Junior College
Excellence in Teaching
4 Year Institution
Best Book
Scholarship
Grants
Garna L. Christian
University of Houston
Linda Cross
Tyler Junior College
Linda Pelz
Marshall School District
Land of Bears and Honey
by Joe C, Truett and Daniel W. Lay
Vista Kay McCroskey of Stephen F. Austin
State University, now a doctoral student
at Texas Christian University
James Smallwood
Oklahoma State University
D, Jack Davis
North Texas State University
Priscilla Benham, Houston Texas
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A new award, the Lucille Terry Historical Preservation Award,
honors the leader of the restoration of Jefferson, Texas, The award
consists of a sculpture by Buck Cheavens of Diboll, Texas, ofa restored
log cabin in Smith County owned by ETHA Past President Robert
Glover. The first award will be given at the Spring meeting in Tyler.
Glover, of Tyler Junior College, chairs the committee to select the
winners.
The Spring Meeting of the Association will be in Tyler, Program
Chair Linda Cross of Tyler Junior College has an excellent program
in store for us, The Friday reception will be at the home of Director
Emeritus and Mrs, F. Lee Lawrence, Our luncheon speaker will be
T,R. Fehrenbach,
The Texas State Historical Association will hoid its Annual
meeting in Austin at the Marriott Hotel on March 6-8. The Director
has a few small chores at this meeting, including a speech on Friday
evening, March 7, It would be good to have the generous support of
the ETHA on that occasion.
Visitors to the Lorenzo de Zavala State Archives and Library
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building in Austin can view seven special Sesquicentennial exhibits,
changed every two months, focusing on the laws, people, cities and
events of Texas. Exhibit titles are: Texas Books and Writers,
Legislative Landmarks, The Texas Revolution, The Republic, Gover-
nors, Wars, and Growth_ For more information contact Melissa
Roberts, Box 12927, Austin, Texas 78711 (512) 475-1523.
Mariam Nations of the Rusk County Sesquicentennial Commit-
tee (Box 1773, Henderson, TX 75652), asks all area organizations to
take part in the Henderson Festival on April 19-20_ Events include
a parade, an oilman's ball, a play, and the dedication ofa time capsule_
Lincoln King, teacher at Gary High School, was honored with the
Texas State Historical Association's Leadership Award at its meeting
in Fort Worth. King is the sponsor of the student publication, Loblolly.
He is also a member of ETHA's Board of Directors.
The University of Illinois Press announces the release in paper-
back of John H. Lenihan's Showdown: Confronting Modern America
in the Western Film. Lenihan teaches at Texas A&M University. For
further information contact the press at 54 East Gregory Drive, Cham-
paign, IL 61820.
The Gonzales city council minutes for 1838-1941 recently were
deposited with the Texas State Library. After filming and restora-
tion they will be deposited in the State Library's regional resource
depository at Victoria College. The State Library operates twenty-
four such centers, including one at Stephen F. Austin State Univer-
sity in Nacogdoches. For information about the program, contact
Marilyn von Kohl (512) 475-2449.
Longtime member Maury Darst has published a monograph en-
titled "Some Facts Relative to Fort Bend County History_" Copies
are available for $5.00 from Maury. The address is 4910 Travis,
Galveston, Texas 77550.
BOOK NOTES
Chuck Parson's Phil Coe: Texas Gambler (Box 203, South Wayne,
WI 54587) is a brief biography that goes beyond the usual story of
Cae's death at the hands of Wild Bill Hickok. It is limited to 400
copies, each numbered and autographed by the author.
•
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1830 Citizens ofTexas, by Gifford White (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23066,
Austin, TX 78735), is a census for a period of Texas history where
important records have not been published and are not accessible for
genealogical research. It contains about 8500 listings compiled from
records of the period.
Trail Drivers of Texas, compiled and edited by J. Marvin Hunter with
an introduction by Byron Price (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box
7819, Austin, TX 78713; $27.50), is a reissue of a Texas classic. It
contains hundreds of stories of the men and women who drove cattle
to northern markets. It includes 1117 pages, 247 illustrations, and
a new index.
Two interesting and helpful learning aids for school-age readers ap-
peared recently. A set of workbooks entitled Texas Traveling, Texas:
Young Texans And Their Land, and Emblems of Texas, bY Richard
Sorenson and Doris Mircovich (SMP Company, Box 1000, Portland,
TX 78384), use highway maps and other devices to help young Tex-
ans learn about their state. And Texas: The Epic Adventure In Story,
Picture, and Song, by Ann Hackney with drawings by Carol Hodges
(published by Historic Jefferson Foundation but available from
Hackney, Rt. 1, Box 42-F, Hallesville, TX 75650), also has an introduc-
tion by Ladybird Johnson. Noted television newsman Bill Moyers nar-
rates a cassette that accompanies the book ofdrawings. Willie Nelson
and Francis Abernethy sing songs and do recitations of documents
from Texas history.
Texas Auto Trails: The South, a continuation ofMyra Hargrave McIll-
vain's series (University ofTexas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713),
gives information for four driving tours through South Texas and the
Rio Grande Valley, including entertaining side trips to Mexico. The
author provides distances, data, and destinations of interest.
Hiking and Backpacking Trails of Texas, by Mildred J. Little (Gulf
Publishing Company, P. O. Box 2608, Houston, TX 77001), is a se-
cond edition ofa book that provides hikers with information on Texas'
varied and unique terrain. It divides the state into four regions and
maps out hikes in each. Some are day-hikes, some overnighters. It
contains maps and photographs that acquaint the hiker with the
trails.
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Vanishing Breed: Photographs ofthe Cowboy and the Wes~ by William
Albert Allard with a foreword by Thomas McGuane (Little Brown
and Company, 34 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02106), has to be seen to
be believed. It contains the best color photographs ofcowboys in their
work and their ways this writer has ever seen, and the accompany-
ing narrative is a personal testimony.
A series of recent publications by W. W. Morrison (15801 La Hacien-
da, Austin, TX 78734), will be of special interest. They include Alex-
ander DuPont· Adventures in Spanish Texas, edited by Shelly Mor-
rison; Adventures in the Texas Navy and at the Battle ofSan Jacinto,
by S.W. Cushing; History ofCaptain B.F. Benton's Company, Hood's
Texas Brigade, 1861-1965, by a.T. Hanks; Scraps of Early Texas
History, by Mary S. Helm; Index to D. W.e. Baker's A Texas Scrap
Book, by Richard Morrison (a most useful item for owners of the Scrap
Book); and a Biographical Gazetteer ofTexas, L'A-B, a projected series
based on the Biographical Sketch File in the Texas Collection at
Baylor University. Information includes the name, birth and death
date if known, short title reference to the work containing the sketch, ~
and if a photo is available.
Texas Counties: A Catalog ofIn-Print and Out-of-Print Books, Pam-
phlets, Maps, Memoirs, etc. Relating to Texas Towns and Counties,
compiled by Tom Munnerlyn (State House Books, 1604 So. Congress
Avenue, Austin, TX 78704), tells its story in its title.
Bob's Reader, by Boh Nesbitt, is THE fact book on Bob's beloved
Galveston, Texas. It is a sort of pocket field guide to the Island City
aimed mainly at visitors who want to know more about the area. It
is a narrative and an almanac with lists, tables, illustrations, and
interesting facts about Galveston. Available from Bob Nesbitt (2608
Avenue a, Galveston, TX 77550).
TEXANA IL- Cultural Heritage of the Plantation South, edited hy
LeRoy Johnson, Jr. (Texas Historical Commission, P.O. Box 12276,
Austin, TX 78711), is the proceedings of a Humanities Forum held
at Jefferson, Texas, June 4-6, 1981. It contains the papers presented
at the conference by G. Lloyd Collier, Randolph B. Campbell, Max
S. Lale, Ralph A. Wooster, Melvin Wade, William Seale, and other
scholars.
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Craig Symond's A Battlefield Atlas of the Civil War (The Nautical
& Aviation Publishing Company of America, 101 W. Read St., #224,
Baltimore, MD 21201), is one of the best of its kind. This second edi-
tion contains forty-seven excellent maps with accompanying descrip-
tions of battles. There are photos of Union and Confederate
commanders.
Finder's Guide to the Texas Women: A Celebration ofHistory Exhibit
Archives, edited by Ruthe Winegarten, is an index to the more than
20,000 items in the biographical and topical files created during the
research state of the development of the exhibit "Texas Women: A
Celebration of History." All are now permanently housed at Texas
Women's University, Denton, Texas. This book is available from The
Texas Woman's University Library, Denton, Texas.
Livingston's Directory of Texas Historical and Genealogical Organiza-
tions, compiled and edited by Ronald Howard Livingston (Bee Tree
Press, P.O. Box 135, Lake Jackson, TX 77566), contains information
about such organizations. Livingston intends to update the directory
periodically and solicits information about groups not listed in this
book. It will be helpful to those planning sesquicentennial activities
because it details what other groups have done.
Where Texas Meets The Sea: A Coastal Portrait, by Bryan Woolley
with photos by Skeeter Hagler (Pressworks Publishing Co., P.O. Box
12606, Dallas, TX 75225), and Bolivar! GulfCoast Peninsula, by Pat
Daniels (Peninsula Press ofTexas, P.O. Box 1742, Crystal Beach, TX
77650), are quite different books with similar topics. Coastal Portrait
isjust that in words and pictures. Those familiar with our Gulf Coast
will recall cool breezes and salt air when reviewing the volume.
Daniels' work is a topical history, also illustrated in black and white
photos with a splendid map.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Land ofBears and Honey. A Natural History ofEast Texas. By Joe
C. Truett and Daniel L. Lay. (University ofTexas Press, Box 7819,
Austin, TX 78713), 1984. Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 176.
This lyrical and sensitive view by two naturalists of the southeast
corner of Texas during the past century and a half alerts readers to
the admonishment of the concluding words of the "milk and honey"
verse in Deuteronomy. Following the better known portion - "For
when I shall have brought them into the land which I swear unto
their fathers, that floweth with milk and honey; and they shall have
eaten and filled themselves and waxen fat." - is the sobering declara-
tion - "then will they turn unto other gods, and serve them, and pro-
voke me, and break my covenant."
Joe C. Truett ofLGL Ecological Research Associates in Bryan and
Daniel W. Lay ofthe Texas Parks and Wildlife Department believe
a covenant with future generations has been broken by human forces
that diminish the options for the survival of plants and animals.
Agreeing that the quality of land is relative to the values of the in-
dividual, the naturalists grant that the farmer will want more corn
and less crabgrass, a rancher will prefer steers to deer, and
lumbermen will delight more in neat rows of slash and loblolly pines
rather than in unspoiled wilderness.
"But in each succeeding generation some plants and some animals
faded out; the options became fewer," the writers lament. It is their
goal to~gest how some of what remains might be preserved for ,
generation~--rnterwoven into their account of personalized
experiences and historical review is a pattern of stripping and spoil-
ing of the land and its creatures by hunters and trappers, timber crop-
pers, farmers, water managers, residential and industrial developers,
and even misguided protectors who quench fires and dam streams
to cause a natural imbalance.
Their account creates a challenging variegated tapestry, darting
forward and backward in time to chronicle a sad transformation of
a region that was once literally a land of bears and honey. Indians,
Anglo settlers, logging crews, railroad workers, and slaves ate bear
meat and turned the fat into cooking oil. Hollow trees with honey
provided a sweet harvest and lively sport of robbing the bees. The
wild spots remaining today in southeast Texas shelter no native bears
and little honey.
The solution, Truett and Lay maintain, depends upon knowledge,
means, and will, rare qualities among the majority of today's land
holders "who were educated away from grandfather's knee." "Let
us hope that, somewhere in their distant past, future presidents of
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corporations will have followed grandfathers along piney woods creeks
with fishing poles in hand," the two naturalists conclude.
In Land ofBears and Honey, East Texans have their own regional
Walden, written with keen historical perspectives, literary style, and
deep respect for the land. A splendid foreword by Francis Edward
Abernethy establishes a sense of human harmony with the landscape
l that is sustained throughout this remarkable volume.
Fred Tarpley
East Texas State University
Traces of Texas History. Archeological Evidence ofthe Past 450 Years.
By Daniel E. Fox. (The Corona Publishing Company, 1037 South
Alamo, San Antonio, TX 78210), 1984. Photographs. Maps. Il-
lustrations. Appendices. Index. P. 416. $22.50 Cloth; $12.95 Paper.
Beneath the surface of the Texas soil exists evidence of past Texas
cultures. Clues about life range from the skeletons of people and
animals, long deceased, to historic lll'tifacts such as arrow heads, pot-
tery, tools, foundations of homes and businesses, toys, and bottles.
Realizing this, Traces ofTexas History intends to present the results
of historical archeology in historical perspectives that focus upon
prehistoric Texas, Indians, Spanish, Mexicans, Anglo-Americans, ran·
chers and the westward movement, post-statehood European farms,
military, business, and urban sites.
Archeologist Daniel Fox convincingly argues the value of
historical archeology and the need to preserve valuable historical sites
as irreplaceable cultural resources. However, his title is misleading.
While the author describes archeological research done during the
twentieth century, he provides no information about twentieth cen-
tury Texas historical life and culture. Thus readers of East Texas
history will find descriptions of the Caddo Indians, LaSalle, Mission
Delores de los Ais, The Woodlands, Richard Carter, Fanthorp Inn,
and the Marshall Powder Mill. These combine with archeological
evidence from sites throughout the state that include San Antonio,
the Battle of Palo Alto, Fort Griffin, and the Sutherland Plantation.
Written for the general reader rather than the specialist in ar-
cheology or history, the book increases the reader's perspective. It
will be a handy guide for one planning a trip in Texas to see historical
places. While this book is an interesting place to start, for the stu-
dent of Texas history there remains for the future the deeper
challenge of interdisciplinary research, analysis, and interpretation.
Irvin M. May Jr.
Blinn College at Bryan
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The Explorers' Texas. The Lands and Waters. By Del Weniger. (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735), 1984. Photographs.
Notes. Bibliography. In~ex. P. 224.
Weniger presents a picture of destruction of the Texas environ·
ment. He has reconstructed Texas as viewed by the early explorers
and inhabitants. The book is thoroughly researched, almost entirely
from primary sources. Utilizing the written narratives of over 300
different observers and over 10,000 separate references, the author
examines the flora, fauna, landscapes, and wildlife of Texas as it ex·
isted prior to the avalanche of civilization. The study is organized
geographically to 1860, when Weniger asserts that major changes
in the flora and fauna had begun to alter Texas substantially. The
author skillfully employed on-site observations by explorers and
travelers rather than later accounts which are subject to discrepan-
cies. Weniger used an abundance of quotations which, while affor-
ding the reader a clearer understanding and more accurate picture
of Texas as it was, detracts from the readability of the work. Never-
theless, the book is persuasive and intelligently written. Certainly
the author's research underscores the conclusions he has dra>yn. In
an age of increased awareness of the environment, students and
researchers in ecology will find this book a valuable source.
Richard Chardkoff
Northeast Louisiana University
\ i
Exploration in Texas. Ancient and Otherwise with Thoughts on the
Nature of Evidence. By John L. Davis. (Institute of Texan
Cultures, P.O. 1226, San Antonio, TX 78294), 1984. Photographs.
Maps. Illustrations. Bibliography. Index. P. 136. $13.50 Cloth;
$10.50 Paper.
The notion that Chinese explorers may have trekked across
western Texas hundreds ofyears before Cabeza de Vaca's shipwreck
on the Gulf coast probably will seem preposterous to many readers
of Exploration in Texas. Indeed, much of John L. Davis' book
challenges traditional interpretations of early Texas history. In subse-
quent chapters readers are asked to consider evidence that Phoeni·
cian, Viking, Roman, and African sailors also encountered Texas soil
before the arrival ofthe Spaniards. Whether or not any foreign vessels
actually did so is not important, however, for the author has fashion-
ed a work primarily intended as an intriguing exercise in critical
thinking.
Exploration in Texas will prove particularly valuble to laypersons
with little training in historical method. The author covers broad
topics such as the interpretation of data, the evaluation of evidence,
and inductive and deductive reasoning in a manner that is both pro-
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vocative and fun. In essence Davis invites all who open his book to
become explorers themselves. The quest for new historical truths and
interpretations and a better understanding of the past is a stimulating
challenge with rich rewards to those who persist in the effort.
B. Byron Price
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum
Mexico: A History. By Robert Ryal Miller. (University of Oklahoma
Press, 1005 Asp St.. Norman, Ok 73070), 1985. Photographs. Ap-
pendices. Bibliography. Index. P. 414.
Mutual Aid for SurvivaL' The Case ofthe Mexican American. By Jose
Amaro Hernandez. (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., Krieger
Drive, Malabar, FL 32950),1983. Bibliography. Index. Glossary.
P.160.
These books are genuine contrasts. Mexico: A History is a mature,
reflective work, scholarly but without footnotes. In eleven chapters
totaling 567 pages of text, Miller has achieved noteworthy balance,
though treatment of the pre-Hispanic Indian civilizations may be over-
ly long for some readers. There is no obvious bias nor any effort to
distort history. Nevertheless, the book is not devoid of interpretation
nor of suggestions for needed research. It is an honest assessment
based on study, investigation, and personal observation. The illustra-
tions are well-chosen, the bibliography satisfactory, and the 'pro-
ofreading and typography irreproachable. Any outsider desirous of
understanding Mexican history, if limited to a single book, should
choose this one, for it could be used either as a textbook or for general
[
' reading. Its brief treatment of Texas is standard and unemotional.
Hernandez's study seems to be a severely shortened doctoralIl dissertation, almost to the point of losing all of the thrust of what
'1·.1. originally must have been much better. It is too brief. To tell proper-
ly the three stories that it tries to recount: 1) Early attempts of
Borderlands Hispanics to solve various community problems; 2)
i I development of mutual aid societies; and 5) a case study of the
California-based Mexican Progressive Society. The authorL demonstrates how, against heavy odds, Mexican-Americans utilized
l their typical cultural orientation not only to survive the hardest oftimes, but also to succeed to the point that these methods might serve_ as guidance to other groups. That larger story, gratifying to most
l observers, does not emerge with the necessary clarity. There are faJ"
l
too many errors in typo graphy, misspellings, inconsistencies, and
mistaken interpretations, all of which gradually erode the reader's
I
confidence. About fifteen pages are devoted exclusively to Texas,
-----
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focusing on South Texas mutual aid organizations. Other portions
of the book are by analogy applicable to Texas.
Donald C. Cutter
St. Mary's University
David Crockett The Man Behind the Myth. By James Wakefield
Burke. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735), 1984.
Photographs. Maps. Endnotes. Bibliography. Index. P. 304.
$16.95.
This book may well be the definitive biography of Davy Crockett
that has been sorely needed for so long. In it the author, a native Ten-
nessean, puts to rest much of the myth that has been produced about
one of our most popular folk heroes, particularly that created by
pseudo-autobiographies and Walt Disney's romanticized film version.
In doing so he brings the reader in contact with Davy Crockett the
man and explains just how his life and times led to the formulation
of a legendary figure even before his death at the Alamo. The author
delves into Crockett's family life, both as a youth and a married man,
as well as his service in the Creek War of 1813, and his political career
as a congressman from Tennessee in which he and President Andrew
Jackson learned a great deal about hating one another. Burke gives
an excellent account of Crockett's final journey into Texas after los-
ing his congressional reelection bid, as well as brief biographies of
the legendary figures he encountered at the Alamo - Bowie, Travis,
and Santa Anna - and their last days together at the seige of the
Alamo.
The average reader will find this an interesting, well-written book,
but sticklers for fact may be a bit disappointed when they find the
author using his own previously published novel of the Alamo and
its heroes as a source of information in this biography.
Still, few biographers have been able to bring Crockett and his
life to proper perspective as ably as is done in this book.
Jim Collins
Aurora, Colorado
Johnny Texas on the San Antonio Road. By Carol Hoff. (Hendrick-
Long Publishing Company, P.O. Box 12311, Dallas, TX 75225),
1984. Illustrations. P. 192.
The character Johnny Texas has achieved the status of hero in
Texas literature. In this reprint of Johnny Texas on the San Antonio
,
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Frank H. Smyrl
The University of Texas at Tyler
Road, which is a sequel to the minor classic, Johnny Texas, author
Carol Hoff continues the boy's adventures. Juvenile readers and
teachers of Texas history will be pleased with the results.
In this book Johnny Texas meets a series of obstacles as he travels
from his home near Harrisburg, Texas, to Guerrero, Mexico, site of
the mission San Juan Bautista. His purpose is to deliver a load of
corn meal in exchange for much needed gold coin while a crippled
father, worried mother, and admiring little sister wait at home. Wild
pigs, a savage Indian, rattlesnakes, difficult streams, highwaymen,
and loneliness make strong enemies, but with the help of his pet dog,
friends along the way, and an occasional stranger, Johnny succeeds
in meeting every challenge.
The value of Johnny Texas on the San Antonio Road is found in
the degree of good history it relates. A colorful description of southern
Texas provides a setting for Johnny's trek. Hoff also gives an excellent
portrayal of both San Antonio and Gonzales in the days of the
Republic. Every opportunity is taken by the author to relate ways
of life, styles of dress, kinds of food, and political attitudes of the day
as young Johnny makes his way to and from Mexico.
Faults are few and minor. Most of the characters are either very
good or very evil, perhaps adding to the delight of young readers, but
hardly believable in some cases. Some historical bits seem artificial-
ly placed while others are beautifully woven into the story. A good
map always makes a helpful illustration, and one here could have
taught some Texas geography at the same time.
School and public libraries which do not already have the book
should obtain it. Adults wanting to give children an excellent in-
troduction to life in the Republic of Texas need look no further. More
such books for children are needed.
l
II
Il
! l
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[I Texas in the War, 1861·1865. Edited by Colonel Harold B. Simpson.(Hill Junior College Press, Hillsboro, TX 76645), 1984.I Photographs. Appendices. Bibliography. Index. P. 246. $15.00.
L The Last Review. The Confederate Reunion, Richmond 1932. ByVirginius Dabney. (Algonquin Books, P.O. Box 225, Chapel Hill,
l NC 27514), 1984. Photographs. Index. P. 165. $27.50.Over a span of three decades, General Marcus J. Wright compil-I ed information on the role played by soldiers from Arkansas, Ten-
I
L
nessee, and Texas in the American Civil War. His credentials for
undertaking this project were excellent because he was the only
I
former Confederate soldier chosen by the United States Department
0--'__---
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of War to work on the 128-volume War ofRebellion: Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Armies (1880-1901).
Wright compiled a broad scope of information, beginning with a
"brief political history of Texas from 1528 to 1869." He listed the
general officers from Texas and their staffs, followed by field officers,
regiments, and battalions from Texas in the Confederate Army, in-
cluding state troops. Campaigns and battles fought in Texas along
with lists ofwar governors, senators, representatives, military popula-
tion in 1860, and Confederate general officers from Texas killed in
battle are included.
On its own General Wright's statistical composition would merit
high marks, but it is the extensive notes and biographical sketches
added by Colonel Harold B. Simpson that make Texas in the War,
1861-1865 so valuable. Simpson's appendices include: Texas' Or-
dinance of Secession, a roster of delegates to the Texas Secession Con-
vention, voting records on secession by counties, correspondence
relating to the surrender of United States government property in
Texas, 1861, and a sequence of events in Texas during the war years.
The book also contains 131 portraits of military leaders. In June 1932
an aging group of Confederate veterans assembled in Richmond,
Virginia, for their forty-second and last reunion. For many who had
fought shoulder to shoulder at Shiloh, Antietam, and Gettysburg
seventy years earlier, this would be their last march together.
Virginius Dabney, grandson of a Confederate veteran, covered the
convention as a reporter for the Richmond Times-Dispatch. In The
Last Review, published a halfcentury after the gathering, the author
skillfully commemorates the three-day reunion and recalls his per-
sonal memories of the post-1865 years, including the easing of sec-
tional hostilities, earlier Confederate reunions, and topics of con-
troversy that have flamed for decades.
Two generations after the last shot was fired passions remained
high and Dabney was able to capture those intense feelings by recall-
ing the outrage of the local citizenry of Richmond when Albert
Bushnell Hart, a touring lecturer, quoted Abraham Lincoln. But that
incident proved mild in comparison with the indignation displayed
by Confederate veterans who learned that a Yankee from Ohio had
been selected to sculpt the statue ofRobert E. Lee. The book is sprinkl-
ed liberally with interesting anecdotes. In addition, the handsomely
printed publication contains a wealth of old photographs.
The reader is given one last bonus by the inclusion of Douglas
Southall Freeman's "The Last Parade," a moving essay dedicated
to those brave men who fought in the "thin gray line."
Civil War scholars as well as students of Southern history will
welcome the addition of Dabney's The Last Review and Simpson's
I I
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Texas in the War to their collection.
Thomas L. Dunn
Diboll, Texas
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The Guns ofPort Hudson. Volume Two. By David C. Edmonds. (The
Acadian Press, USL, P.O. Box 42290, Lafayette, LA 70504), 1984.
Photographs. Maps. Appendices. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P.
455. $17.95.
Green W. Hartsfield. A Biography: 1833-1896. By William Allen Poe.
(NW State Univ. Press, Natchitoches, LA 71497), 1984.
Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 228. $22.50.
These books on nineteenth-century Louisiana are of interest to
those who wish to better understand the influence ofLouisiana history
on East Texas. One is a definitive study of the seige and fall of Port
Hudson, last outpost of the Confederacy on the Mississippi; the other,
a biography of a pioneer Baptist minister who served rural Louisiana
churches along the East Texas border. Both books, in unique or
specialized ways, make significant contributions to the historical
literature of the larger region.
Volume II of The Guns of Port Hudson - Volume I primarily is
concerned with Admiral Farragut's attempt to "run the batteries"
at the Port - is a detailed, day by day account of the final seige of
Port Hudson. Edmond's purpose is to redress the long neglect of the
battle which has been overshadowed by the Battle of Vicksburg. In
his attempt to restore the balance, Edmonds researched extensively
in sources never fully used before. He reconstructs the struggle, the
heroism and sacrifice, as well as the mutiny, plunder, and in-
competence of both Union and Confederate soldiers. His book certain-
ly adds significantly to our knowledge of the Civil War and implicit-
ly to this battle's impact on the Trans-Mississippi West.
Poe's well-written Green W Hartsfield is largely based on the
minister's extensive diaries as well as the minutes and church records
of the Louisiana Baptist Association and various member churches.
The solid research not only gives insight into the unassuming but
remarkable Hartsfield, but also into life on the ever-moving and
sparsely-settled frontier as it advanced across Louisiana into East
Texas. It is a story of amazing stamina and rugged individualism.
The book depicts the subsistence and primitive living patterns as seen
by the resourceful and resilient Hartsfield, the part-time farmer and
preacher. Accounts of weddings, funerals, church functions, scandals,
politics, crop failures, and even gossip, recapture a sense of time and
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place for the descendants of the region's frontier plain folk, particular-
ly those who were Baptist. It is valuable social history.
Hubert H. Humphreys
Louisiana State University,
Shreveport
To Purge This Land With Blood Second edition, by Stephen B. Oates.
(University ofMassachsetts Press, Amherst, Mass. 01002\ 1984.
Notes. Index. P. 434.
Stephen B. Oates is the first author in sixty years to assemble
a biography of John Brown based on the original research found in
diaries, journals, letters, published reports, and recollections of eye-
witnesses. John Brown, now chiefly remembered for his raid on
Harper's Ferry, was born at Farrington, Connecticut, the son ofGwen
and Ruth (Mills) Brown. In 1820 he married Dianthe Lusk, and five
years later, moved his family to Richmond, Pennsylvania, where he
established a tannery. This was the first of ten migrations before his
adventures in Kansas, in the course of which Brown dabbled unsuc-
cessfully in land speculation, incurred serious debts, and in 1831 lost
his wife. Oates reminds the reader that John Brown was well over
fifty-five years old before he realized his obsession with freeing the
slaves.
In the spring of 1855 Brown set out for Kansas, complete with
a wagon full of guns and ammunition. The author vividly describes
the events of May 1856 which earned Brown the title of "old Brown
of Osawatomie"; the cold blood murderer of five helpless settlers on
Potawatomi Creek. From late autumn 1857 to summer 1859, John
Brown traveled the countryside soliciting money for his newest ven-
ture which called for the liberation of the slaves in the Southern states
to a base in the mountains of Maryland and Virginia, to which slaves
and free Negroes would resort. By early summer 1859 Harper's Ferry
was fixed as the base ofoperations. The remainder ofthe book is spent
with the raid on Harper's Ferry, Virginia, in 1855, John Brown's cap-
ture, trial, and execution.
Stephen Oates seeks to present an objective, historical account
of John Brown's life devoid of psycho-analysis; however, it is impossi-
ble to accomplish this goal because Brown's irrational behavior re-
quires a certain amount of psychoanalytic probing. He could be dic-
tatorial and self·righteous, pursuing his obsessions with unwavering
zeal. yet he could be extreIYlely gentle. staying up several nights to
care for a sick child, his ailing father, or his affiicted first wife. The
author's caution in the subject of psychoanalysis closets the bizarre
spirit of Brown, presenting the facts in a somewhat tedious manner.
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In the prologue, Oates states his desire to understand John Brown
without condoning or condemning his behavior, but the reader
receives the impression that Oates is sympathetic towards Brown and
attributes the atrocities of Harper's Ferry to religious fanaticism. At
one point in the story a bystander asks Brown for justification of his
actions at Harper's Ferry and the zealot replies, "Upon the Golden
Rule I pity the poor in bondage that have none to help them: that
is why I am here ...." This alludes to Oates' sympathetic view of
John Brown, and he allows this strain to appear frequently
throughout the story.
In spite of the somewhat pedantic style, many readers should find
the story of John Brown intriguing as well as informative. Thirty
pages of illustrations of John Brown's family and associates add to
the interest and detail of the story.
Lisa Williams
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Louisiana Strawberry Story. By Ginger Romero. (Northwestern
State Univ. Press, Natchitoches, LA 71497), 1984. Photographs.
Notes. Bibliography. P. 175.
Ginger Romero, through an interest in strawberry crate labels,
has created a lavish pictorial history of the Louisiana strawberry in-
dustry which began in the late nineteenth century, peaked in the
1930s, and continues today through family custom rather than as a
major agricultural enterprise. Thirty pages of color photographs
reproduce the paper labels which identified the wooden crates of the
various strawberry associations. Farmers were subsidized by their
associations and marketed their crops under association labels.
Romero collected the labels, researched the lithographic process
.( by which the labels were produced, and conducted over 200 interviews
Il with people who had knowledge of the Louisiana strawberry business.Her book is an exploration of the various groups that marketed Loui-
'( siana strawberries under given brand names. It is a kind of folk
history of berry farmers, their families, association leaders, auc-
tioneers, berry inspectors, trainmen, and others who participated in
!l the planting of the berries, their sales through nightly auctions, and
the trains which took the crimson fruit to distant markets.
Despite enormous effort the larger story of the industry, the
l establishment of box factories and ice plants, the influence of the Il-linois Central Railroad in berry industry development, the role ofagricultural experimentation, and the emergence offrozen foods, re-
l mains to be told. C. Howard Nichols
I
Southeastern Louisiana University
1-.-' _
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The Makers ofCajun Music. By Barry Jean Ancelet. (University of
Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1984.
Photographs. P. 160. $24.95.
Barry Jean Ancelet concentrates on South Louisiana. He provides
insight into the lives of more than twenty of the most popular Cajun
and Creole musicians of South Louisiana. Ancelet presents the musi-
cians telling their own stories.
This project started on March 26, 1974, with the first Tribute to
the Cajun Music Festival in Lafayette, Louisiana. Ancelet had been
a major organizer ofthe event. This inspired his photographer, Elmore
Morgan, Jr., to interview these people to record their stories. Ancelet
points out that many ofthese people led normal lives and performed
their music during their leisure time.
Ancelet arranged the book in an unusual style. Quotes from musi-
cians are presented in script form and Ancelet's comments are in
regular type. One column of each page provides the information in
English, and the other column is printed in the South Louisiana
language, Louisiana French. The musicians told about their unusual
lifestyles and how they started in the business.
The photographer, Elmore Morgan, Jr., did an excellent job with
the pictures which show musicians during their performances as well
as in their homes.
Kay Mauritzen
Carthage, Texas
At Home on the Range. Essays on the History of Western Social and
Domestic Life. Edited by John R. Wunder. (Greenwood Press, Box
5007 Westport, CT 06881),1985. Notes. Bibliographic Essay. In-
dex. P_ 213. $29_95.
This modest volume of essays was prepared by students and col-
leagues of agricultural historian Charles L_ Wood_ Like most
Festshrift, the quality is uneven; and, despite the title, most of the
essays deal with Texas or Oklahoma rather than broader aspects of
Western social and domestic life. The ten essays are grouped around
five broad themes. They include three essays on women, two on
domestic life, and a third on Indian field matrons. Two essays have
ranching themes. One examines Spanish ranching culture, and
another deals with the Panhandle Stock Association. In addition,
there are essays on the Texas Farm Bureau Federation, material
culture, farm technology, and the impact of the World War II draft
on farming. The final piece is a reminiscence of Alexander McKay,
chairman of the board of the Matador Land and Cattle Company,
edited by Woods and James E. Brink.
•
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The essays are short, generally well written, and competently
edited by John Wunder who also provided a brief introduction to each
section. Each essay is documented extensively, and there is a short
bibliographic essay which provides suggestions for further reading.
In summary, this is a sound volume, but at $29.95 it probably
is not an essential addition to the individual bookshelf.
Sandra L. Myres
University of Texas at Arlington
Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture 1865-1980. By Gilbert
C. Fite. (The University Press of Kentucky, 102 Lafferty Hall,
Lexington, KY 40506), 1984. Photographs. Tables. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P.273. $28.00 Cloth; $10.00 Paper.
Because East Texas has a Southern agricultural heritage, this
book is important for readers of the JournaL Gilbert Fite, the most
important agricultural historian of our age, has attempted to survey
Southern commercial agricultural development since the Civil War.
And the South stretched from the coast of Virginia to Texas, mean-
ing East Texas and beyond. As readers, we do not know precisely
where Fite's South faded into the West. However, he clearly iden-
tified the commercial farmer as the central historical character with
problems of slow moving efforts to modernize and earn a decent stan-
dard of living.
In the process ofrevealing Southern agriculture, Fite broadly in-
terprets the region rather than provides an in depth discussion ofeach
state's agricultural history. He weaves pertinent examples from the
states into the historical fabric. In chronological fashion, he provides
thoughtful observations. For example, for nearly three generations
after the Civil War cotton remained the dominant cash crop of
Southern agriculture. Poverty, lack of knowledge, and lack of a will
to change united many Southern farmers. Then the New Deal came
and encouraged the production of other cash crops by restricting cot-
ton acreage. For more financial stability, federal conservation and
credit programs provided assistance to the Southern farmer. After
1935 the main economic problem confronting Southern agricultural
began to decline. The problem was an excess of rural population in
relation to improved land. Many Southern farmers left farming the
soil. This development accelerated mechanization, science, ranching,
crop diversification, and larger farms toward a more sophisticated,
labor-efficient agriculture.
In defining the broad perimeters of Southern agriculture, Fite
realized that each area had its significant subjects, and all could not
be included. He may be forgiven for not telling us more about ran-
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ching or rice. More Texas State Exchange or David Dickson examples
would have provided a stronger, personal, human dimension. If the
people of Athens (peas), Tyler (roses), or other leaders of Texas
agriculture seek to expand the education of the Georgia professor,
I think that the rest of the Texas historical profession should be in-
formed and invited to join the fun.
Cotton Fields No More, a justly deserved winner of the Theodore
Saloutos Award, will rank as a classic in Southern history. For those
people who never felt sand or red clay between their toes, who never
chopped cotton, or who gladly left rural America as soon as they could,
this book is also for you. We should remember that though many of
us live in cities, we are not divorced from the farms. The farms have
changed. For Texans, and especially East Texans, Fite defines the
perimeters of our regional Southern agricultural history, and thus
gives us an important understanding ofour own culture in the 1980s.
Irvin M. May Jr.
Blinn College at Bryan
Farmers in Rebellion. The Rise and Fall of the Southern Farmers
Alliance and People's Party of Texas. By Donna A. Barnes.
(University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1984.
Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 226. $19.95.
This is not a history of the Farmers Alliance and People's Party
of Texas. It is an evaluation or testing of sociological hypotheses or
models relating to the origin and efficacy of protest movements within
society. The two basic theories reviewed are 1) "the structural strain
perspective," and 2) "the mobilization theory."
The structural strain theory holds that protest movements develop
from strains caused by disruptive social changes. In a chapter titled
"A Critique of Structural Strain Theories of Protest Movement For-
mation," the author rejects structural strain explanations for the
AlliancelPopulist movements on the grounds that basic assumptions
of this theory are under attack. That is, the theory assumes that the
state acts in behalf of society, that structural strains are temporary,
and that protest is non-rational. Moreover, when one tests the
AlliancelPopulist movement as an outgrowth of disruptive social
changes, the causes for change, in this case collapsed farm and
especially cotton prices, exist both before and after the protest
movements. Cause for protest is then inherent in social structures
and becomes manifest only when potential benefits exceed costs. Thus,
the interpretations of Richard Hofstadter, John D. Hicks, James
Turner, and Sheldon Hackney, among others, who have followed a
.
,
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variation of the structural strain theory are lacking in sociological support.
The author supports "mobilization" theories of social protest
which hold that disruptive social changes do not cause protests.
Rather, social conflict is inherent in social systems, and particularly
in the capitalist system. Rapid social change only creates the oppor-
tunity and resources to protest. Effective protest movements must
have limited and attainable objectives, an effective communication
network, and external support. Lawrence Goodwin's Democratic Pra-
mise and Michael Schwartz's Radical Protest and Social Structure
are studies which employ a rudimentary form of the mobilization
perspective, according to the author.
There are a number of problems which concerned the reviewer.
For example, the author chose to represent the Alliance and Populist
movements as essentially a commodity (price) reaction. Also, there
is no effort to delineate between the Alliance and Populist movements,
and Populism is viewed as an extension of Alliance protest strategy.
When "business" solutions failed, Alliance protestors pursued a
political solution. The author sees the subtreasury as the radical
threat to the polity, which used free silver to defuse the threat. The
Alliance achieved more organizational successes than the Grange
because the Grange had stressed self-help, rather than organization
and cooperation, Barnes believes.
Nevertheless, as Barnes suggests, sociological theory can provide
useful guidelines in the historians' analyses of protest movements,
and historians can benefit from the interdisciplinary methodology.
Henry C. Dethloff
Texas A&M University
GALVESTON: Ellis Island ofthe West. By Bernard Marinbach. (State
University of New York Press, University Plaza, Albany, NY
12246), 1984. Photographs. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 240.
$49.50 Cloth; $14.95 Paper.
Bernard Marinbach, a member of the faculty at the Overseas
Students' Unit of Tel Aviv University, has produced a thoroughly
researched analysis of the problems associated with the movement
of over 10,000 Jewish immigrants through the Port of Galveston.
Although a majority of Jews entered the United States through
the Port of New York, an almost unknown and little recognized group
first set foot on American soil at Galveston. Marinbach carefully
traces their roots, their struggle against Russian Pogroms, and the
bittersweet experiment of the Galveston Movement.
A number of prominent Jews were at one time either directly or
indirectly associated with the movement which lasted from 1907 to
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1914. Once the immigrants arrived in the United States their strug-
gle was far from over. Although there were no Russian Cossacks to
beat them with chains, bureaucratic red tape created a warlike at-
mosphere among Jewish immigrant organizations and the federal
government.
Many, disillusioned, longed to return to their homeland. Others
were deported. Marinbach tells their story . Using papers of the
Galveston-based Jewish Immigrants' Information Bureau and
material located in archives throughout the world, the author con-
structs a complete picture of the Galveston Movement. Added to this
data, Marinbach has included personal accounts in the words of the
immigrants themselves.
In the recent interest to discover our "roots'!' Marinbach's work
provides a new, fresh insight into the origins of many residents of
the United States - who, perhaps, never experienced the trauma of
immigration.
Maury Darst
Galveston College
The Ethnic Groups of Houston. By Fred R. von der Mehden_ (Rice
University Studies, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251), 1984.
Photographs. Appendices. P. 240.
This volume, a result of fruitful local/federal collaboration bet-
ween the Houston Center for the Humanities and the National En-
dowment for the Humanities, is a worthwhile supplement to David
G_ McComb's Houston, the Bayou City (1969) which began the era of
modern scholarship about Houston but unfortunately glossed over
large portions of the cultural heritage of the community. It contains
chapters about the history in Houston of ten ethnic groups - Blacks,
Mexicans, Chinese, Indochinese, Japanese, Greeks, Jews, Germans,
Scandinavians, and French - plus an introduction and a conclusion.
All of the authors are academicians although none except the editor
are SO identified and none of the essays carries more than the lightest
scattering of footnotes. Both of these omissions are to be regretted_
Yet, while shorn of the usual scholarly regalia, most of these essays
are nevertheless respectable examples of first stage scholarship. They
are descriptive and chronological rather than analytical and thematic.
Furthermore, the articles are presented attractively on good paper
with plenty of period photographs and an easy-on-the-eye format.
Those with an interest in the subject can do no better than to consult
The Ethnic Groups of Houston.
Howard Beeth
Houston Metropolitan Research Center
I
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A Century ofClass: Public Education in Dallas, 1884-1984. By Rose-
Mary Rumbley. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735),
1984. Photographs, Index. P. 388. $18.95.
The author maintains that this is her story of public education
in Dallas, and that those who find omissions should not protest, but
should write their own book. Rumbley fulfills her stated purpose by
presenting a parade of stories about students, teachers, ad·
ministrators, and various other related and unrelated topics. Unfor-
tunately, the parade route takes many turns as it winds through ihe
author's memories and anecdotal accounts offered by family and col·
leagues, and leaves the reader ahcut where he started, wanting to
learn something about the history of public education in Dallas dur-
ing the last century. The topic itself presents endless possibilities for
good stories and photographs, and those are in abundance in this book.
There is little pattern to the use of the material, with most of the
local and national historical trends injected out of context, with
sources not cited. Accounts of stern teachers, noble administrators,
lovely young ladies, and ornery little boys are accompanied by per-
sonal digressions and moralizing about the educational system and
society. A patronizing tone of Southern gentility allows disturbing
disregard for issues of prejudice reflected in many of the stories. One
example describes the lynching of a black man and concludes "there
was plenty of action for Show and Tell in Dallas at the turn of the
century" (p.32).
Those interested in finding stories about the good old days will
find them here. Those interested in the historic development of public
education will have to write their own book.
Michael Everman
American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
The Texas Governor's Mansion. By Jean Houston Daniel, Price
Daniel, and Dorothy Blodgett. (Texas State Historical Associa-
tion, 2/306 Sid Richardson Hall, Austin, TX 78712), 1984.
Photographs. Illustrations. Notes. Appendices. Index. P. 349.
$30.00.
Three authors of rare qualifications put together this book on the
Texas governor's mansion and the families who occupied it. Jean
Houston Daniel is descended from the most famous occupant of the
mansion; she and her husband and co-author, Governor Price Daniel,
resided in the mansion for six years; and their co-author, Dorothy
Blodgett, wrote a brochure and prepared material for a guidebook
on the mansion.
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All are students ofTexana, and they treat thoroughly every aspect
of the Greek Revival mansion that is the most historic residence in
the state. The book begins with a scholarly review by Governor Daniel
of the executive homes of Texas from Spanish times. It ends with
speculation that the current residence, completed in 1856 and oc-
cupied by every governor since, will become a museum and a new
executive mansion built. In between the authors consider the con-
struction of the mansion by master builder Abner Cook, the acquisi-
tion of furnishings, and the various repairs and remodelings. All of
this is given in the context of the history of the state and nation with
personal glimpses of the people who lived in the mansion. Not sur-
prisingly, the most interesting section deals with the occupancy by
the Daniel family. As Texas State Librarian Dorman H. Winfrey
points out in a brief introduction, Jean and Price Daniel observed
history and were a part of it.
This book was twenty years in the making, and the time and ef-
fort show on every page. Beautifully illustrated, it is both a coffee-
table book and a resource for scholars.
Marilyn McAdams Sibley
Houston, Texas
Wings Over The Mexican Border. By Kenneth Baxter Ragsdale.
(University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, Tx 78713),
1984. Photographs. Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 266.
The vast and rugged Big Bend country provides the setting for
Kenneth Baxter Ragsdale's gripping account of revolution, bandit
raids across the Rio Grande, and the struggle of a fledgling Army
Air Corps to make its presence felt among traditional infantry and
cavalry. In that desolate region of West Texas hundreds of young
American pilots demonstrated the military's reconnaissance
capabilities and the ability to respond to emergencies, thus bringing
to light the changing role of the airplane as a device of both war and
peace.
Ragsdale, an Austin-based historian, presents a brilliant account
of the emergence of United States air power as well as the character
and ideals of the men who flew in the early years of the Army Air
Corps. The author's thorough research included visits into the Big
Bend area as well as interviews with a number of former pilots sta-
tioned in the region.
Several uprisings in northern Mexico, particularly the Escobar
Rebellion, as well as incidents of banditry along the border, caused
some American militarists to realize a need for the establishment of
an airfield there. The Army Air Corps established a base along the
•
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Rio Grande almost exclusively because o£its strategic location. Combat troops
could be landed and aircraft be deployed there in case of a border crisis.
This airfield came under the personal civilian control of Elmo Johnson,
on whose ranch it was built. Johnson, who sought neither prestige nor authori-
ty, ultimately achieved a unique place in the military hierarchy for which
there was neither precedent nor counterpart. Unlike any other facility in
the Army Air Corps, the airfield at Johnson's Ranch evolved out of unusual
needs and developed in a style that carried its functions to the edge of of-
ficialdom and beyond.
The era of this unique airfield brought about changing concepts of the
role of military aviation and left behind a vastly different world. This well-
researched work portrays a vivid story of the last remnants of the American
frontier in contrast with the new age of aerial technology.
Mark Steven Choate
Nacogdoches, Texas
H.P.N GammeL Texas Bookman. By Dorothy Gammel Bohlender and
Frances Tarlton McCallum. (Texian Press, P.O. Box 1684, Waco,
TX 76703), 1985. Photographs. Appendices, Footnotes. Index. P.
138. $15.00.
Virtually everyone who has done serious research in Texas history
has noted "Austin, Gammel Book Co.", in his or her bibliography,
and few readers but have seen numerous references to Gammel's
Laws of Texas - not to mention Texas lawyers who use "Gammel's
Laws" every day. And what a debt all of us owe the man who publish-
ed such Texana as John C. Duval's Early Times in Texas, C.W. Raines'
1896 Bibliography of Texas, and Noah Smithwick's Evolution of a
State.
Yet little has been told of the Danish immigrant, Karl Hans Peter
Mareus Neilsen Gammel himself. His book store in Austin began in
1881 almost accidentally with twenty-four volumes, for which he had
paid 25 cents, on a board stuck between two chinaberry trees.
Lemonade was that first store's basic offering. By his death in 1931,
the book store was a national institution and Gammel had been a
much loved (and amusing) bibliophile to three generations of collec-
tors. This biography, written by the only living child ofH.P.N. Gam-
mel and Frances Tarlton McCallum (who, with her husband, wrote
the valuable The Wire That Fenced the West), is based on the diaries
Gammel kept through most of his life. As biography it is pleasant
reading because Gammel was giving to "jollity" as he called it. But
book lovers and collectors will find it most valuable, with a listing
of all Gammel Book Co. publications, the story of his dramatic rescue
of documents from the Capitol fire of 1881, and numerous tales from
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the Austin of Sid Porter (0. Henry) to that of J. Frank Dobie. And
the 1930 price list reprint of Gammel's private holdings will break
a modern collector's heart.
A.C. Greene
Dallas, Texas
The Other Texas Frontier. By Harry Huntt Ransom. (University of
Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1984. P. 72.
In this remarkable book, former UT Chancellor Harry Ransom at-
tempts to expand the scope of individuals worthy of historical and
biographical treatment in Texas. Traditionally, it is the action-packed
exploits ofstereotypical Texans - military and political heroes - that
are celebrated in story, song, and verse. But Ransom suggests a dif-
ferent role model for emulation, "the other Texans - the Texans
without guns." These figures from what he calls the counterfrontier
in Texas represent the cultural and civilizing forces: "educational and
scientific activity, literary and artistic interests."
Specifically, Ransom singles out the contributions of three
nineteenth-century Texans: physician Ashbel Smith, the first presi-
dent of the UT Board of Regents; physician Sherman Goodwin; and
Swedish immigrant Swante Palm, who donated his extensive library
to UT.
The book, compiled and edited by Ransom's widow, Hazel H. Ran-
som, consists of six short essays chiefly written in the 1950s, and in-
cludes a forward by John Graves. While his approach went against
the grain of historical writing at the time, it has now become more
commonplace with the inclusion of social history to focus not only
on non-military or non-political figures, but also on the contributions
of ordinary people_ As Texas becomes ever more urbanized and shifts
to a high tech society fueled by knowledge, Ransom's role models
become even more essential.
Robert F. O'Connor
Texas Committee for the Humanities
The Land Before Her_ Fantasy and Experience ofthe American Fron-
tiers. By Annette Kolodny. (The Univ. of North Carolina Press,
Box 2288, Chapel Hill, NC 27514),1984. Notes. Bibliography. In-
dex. P. 293_ $28_00 Cloth; $9_95 Paper.
In The Land Before Her, Annette Kolodny chooses not to deal with
the male-created, and predominant, image of the great white
masculine hero/frontiersman typified by Davy Crockett and Daniel
Boone. Instead Kolodny presents the simple images of the frontier
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created by pioneer women. This is the story of women responding to,
not conquering, a foreign environment. Utilizing both the private and
public writings of these women, Kolodny follows the frontier as it
gradually moves west. Beginning with the New England Indian cap-
tivity ofMary Rowlandson, moving into early Texas with the writings
of Mary Austin Holley, and finally reaching the "far West" in the
novels of Maria Susanna Cummins, the lives of these women are
revealed in both their truths and their fantasies. They are lives of
simple struggles and simple dreams.
Kolodny pieces together the story of pioneer womanhood to reveal
a delightful tapestry rich in diligence and determination. By reaching
beyond the mythology of the frontier to grasp the realities and fan-
tasies of frontier womanhood, Kolodny has produced an important,
refreshing, and engrossing book. The Land Before Her is highly recom-
mended, especially for students in woman's studies and frontier or
western studies.
Vista Kay McCroskey
San Augustine, Texas
Texas Quilts. Texas Women. By Suzanne Yabsley. (Texs A&M Press,
Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1984. Photographs.
Bibliography. Index. P. 99. $19.95.
Ten thousand silk "yo-yo" units comprise the design for Leila
Chaney's Centennial 84"x72" quilt "Texas Under Six Flags," one
of the full-color photographs in Texas Quilts. Texas Women. A black
and white photo shows autographs and comments by cowboys on the
"XIT Autograph Quilt" by Mrs. J. Luther Ramsey of Hereford. A
Texas Centennial pattern "Texas Bluebonnets," marketed in a kit
and used for Lockhart's Home Demonstration Club rame quilt in
1936, was chosen as the jacket illustration for the book. Suzanne
Yabsley's study is rich in docume~tarydetails such as these. Of the
twenty-three photographs, half are reproduced in full oolor. The quilts
themselves are featured in them, with only two women pictured.
Yabsley is herself a quilter, a quilt-quild speaker, and a collector
of quilts. In Texas Quilts. Texas Women, she provides historical
background as well as information on museum collections and ex-
isting quilt guilds. One guild, she reports, invites men into the guild:
"There are many men who are good at quilting and I [Anita Mur-
phy, the founder of the Golden Triangle Quilt Guild] would love to
have them as part of the group."
An attractive volume, the book contains important preservation
material. However, because of its size alone - it is only ninty-nine
pages long - it cannot be considered the definitive work on the
subject.
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Ouida Whitaker Dean
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Amazing Armadillo: Geography of a Folk Critter. By Larry L.
Smith and Robin W. Doughty. Illustrations by Charles Shaw. (The
University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), 1984.
Appendix. Notes. Drawings. Bibliography.
Texans have had a mild love affair with armadillos since the
1960s. During a time when being "cool" and "laid back" were con-
sidered admirable characteristics, the armadillo came shurning along,
looking very cool and laid back. He was not highly concerned with
religion or politics, he was gentle and non-aggressive and non-
destructive, and he viewed the world, seemingly, with a calm and
philosophic detachment. Maybe he became a symbol of what people
wanted to be or at least wanted to feel at the time - a philosophic
detachment during the traumas of Vietnam, student riots,
skyrocketing inflation, and population explosion and congestion.
Whatever the reason, the armadillo became a Texas cult figure, the
enthusiasm for which might have abated a little_
Larry L_ Smith and Robin W. Doughty deal with the sociological
(as well as the biological) aspects of this little creature in their book.
This dealing with both might be what causes the book to fall between
two chairs. The biological section certainly was interesting, but it
could never decide vocabularily whether it wanted to be popular or
scientific. The ecological discussions of distribution and dispersal were
labored and repetitive. The sociological aspects, most of them, have
been covered many times in popular articles, perhaps with the ex-
ception of the discussion of the Apelt Armadillo Company.
Armadillos came from the south across the Rio Grande in the
1840s or 1850s. They have since migrated or have been introduced
throughout the temperate regions 'If the South. In the discussion of
migration the authors say, "It is plausible that people carried animals
[armadillos] as "meat on the hoof." That remark stretched my creduli-
ty, which broke completely when they said: "Residents of East Texas
have a tradition of consuming armadillos and even feeding an ar-
madillo stew to their cattle, pigs, and chickens." I have been in East
Texas over fifty years and "consuming armadillos" has never been
a part of eating traditions that I know of. Granted that during the
depression "Hoover Hogs" were eaten by some people, and some might
eat them now as an experiment or novelty. But I don't believe that
there is large public consumption. And the very idea that anybody
would feed armadillo stew to a cow is laughable. Not many people
would go to the trouble to cook an armadillo stew for a pig or a chicken
either - unless, of course, they were close friends.
I profited from the section on the Apelt Armadillo Company,
,
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founded in 1898 for the purpose of making armadillo baskets, lamp
shades, and other curios. An armadillo basket, for those who have
not encountered them on roadside stands, consists of an armadillo
shell lined with pink (or the color of your choice) satin and with the
tail turned under to the head to form the basket handle. At one time
these baskets were the ultimate illustration of tacky. They are pro-
bably treasures now, Carl Apelt made quite a business out of ar-
madillos, not only selling their hides fabricated into various artistic
forms but selling them to zoos and animal collectors worldwide and
to medical laboratories for use in the study of leprosy.
Smith and Doughty's peregrinations through the world of the ar-
madillo conclude with a view of those entrepreneurs who are most
closely associated with the animal: Sam Lewis, who trains and races
armadillos; Eddie Wilson, who created a center ofTexas country music
at his Armadillo World Headquarters; and Jim Franklin, the ar-
madillo artist still remembered for his classic portrayal of an ar-
madillo in intercourse with the state capitol dome. I doubt that the
armadillo would be such a simple, unassuming creature if he knew
what great press he had. Some armadillists are trying to make him
the official state mammal. Maybe this book will help him.
On the other hand, if he had the slightest inkling that East Tex-
ans were going to cook him up into an armadillo stew and feed him
to their cows, probably he would retrace his steps to Mexico. An ar-
madillo is an authority on bad taste.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
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